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SUMMARY
This thesis discusses the design and development of various prototype microwave and
millimeter-wave components on multilayer liquid crystal polymer (LCP) technology. The
fundamental objective of this work is to understand LCP’s electrical performance up to
millimeter-wave frequencies through the implementation of different prototype components
and assess its suitability to function as a low-cost next-generation organic platform for 3-D
system-on-a-package (SoP) based radio-frequency (RF) applications.
The first section of research focuses on the development of dual-polarization/dual-
frequency patch antenna arrays on multilayer LCP technology. The design and fabrication
methodology of the arrays using two different substrate configurations are presented. Mea-
surements of scattering parameters and far-field radiation patterns are included together
with efficiency calculations, illustrating the advantages of using LCP for antenna applica-
tions. The flexibility and mechanical stability of the multilayer substrate have been demon-
strated, making the arrays suitable for space deployment in remote sensing applications. To
achieve real-time polarization reconfigurability, micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS)
swicthes have been integrated with the developed antenna arrays. The performance of these
MEMS-integrated arrays are also presented.
Next, we report on the development of several prototype low-pass and band-pass filters
on LCP covering a wide range of frequency bands to characterize the electrical performance
of LCP in those frequency ranges. Compact, planar, and via-less low-pass filters have been
designed using the image parameter method and realized using a semi-lumped approach.
The design methodology is described. Full wave simulations validated with measurement
results are presented. In addition, band-pass filters, designed using coupled resonator the-
ory, have been implemented on both single and multilayer LCP technology. A wide variety
of filters with different physical and functional characteristics have been developed. The de-
veloped filters can be classified based on the filter type (low-pass/band-pass), the resonators
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used (single-mode/dual-mode), the response characteristics (symmetric/asymmetric), and
the structure of the filter (modular/non-modular).
Finally, examples of integrated systems operating in the X-band and V-band are pre-
sented. This part of the research involves the design and development of duplexers, radiating
elements, and their integration. The duplexers themselves are realized by integrating a set
of band-pass filters and matching networks. The synthesis and design techniques estab-
lished in the earlier chapters were utilized for this purpose. The X-band system involves
open-loop resonators, wide-slot antennas, and a 3-D stack-up, with emphasis on compact-
ness. The V-band system involves open-loop resonators, and patch antennas, implemented
on a single-layer technology, with emphasis on electrical performance. Characterization of
the individual components, and of the integrated system are included.
This research has resulted in a thorough understanding of LCP’s electrical performance
and its multilayer lamination capabilities pertaining to its functioning as a material platform
for integrated microwave systems. Novel prototype filters and radiating elements that can




1.1 Trends in wireless systems
Present day wireless systems find application in a multitude of areas such as mobile commu-
nications, radio-frequency (RF) identification, local multipoint distribution systems, wire-
less local area networks, remote sensing, etc. Regardless of the application, such systems
demand increased functionality, better performance, reduced size, and most importantly
lower development cost. Furthermore, the emergence of convergent systems requires a
one-stop integrated solution for all sensing, computing, and communicating functions. Fig-
ure 1.1a shows a conceptual example of such a device, which can function as a cell phone,
monitor weather, store data, perform basic computations, connect to the internet and can
be worn in our hands much like a simple watch. Figure 1.1b shows an example of a smart
implant in which leading edge cell phone functionality is integrated with biomedical sensors
for use in critical physiological problems.
(a) Smart watch. (b) Smart implant.
Figure 1.1: Examples of convergent systems.
Although researchers around the world use various approaches like system-on-a-chip
(SoC), multichip module (MCM), and system-in-a-package (SiP) to create convergent sys-
tems, the system-on-a-package (SoP) approach [98, 99, 65] has been identified as the best so-
lution to assimilate multiple system functions into one compact, low-cost, high-performance
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packaged system.
1.2 SoC Vs SoP approach
Researchers piloting the SoC approach envision a fully integrated system on a single wafer [68].
In this approach, anything other than the semiconductor area is dispensable and all the
active and passive functions are built on-chip. This approach is attractive from a cost
standpoint, because the entire system (or chip) needs to be packaged only once. In ad-
dition, the modules that use the SoC approach are invariably more compact than those
that employ both chip and package. However, standard silicon-based processes such as
complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process are suitable only for low fre-
quency (f < 10 GHz) applications. At high frequencies, they suffer from low quality
factor passives [24] and poor RF isolation characteristics. Other SoC technologies such as
gallium-arsenide (GaAs) offer low substrate loss, but are more expensive. Using large areas
of GaAs for passive analog components is not cost-effective. Silicon germanium (SiGe) on
either CMOS/BiCMOS grade silicon (Si) or high resistivity Si is a lower cost replacement
for GaAs for some applications, but it is still a relatively lossy substrate for passive RF
components.
At high frequencies (f > 10 GHz), it makes sense to reduce the burden on the chip
and build passive functions on a separate low-loss RF substrate (the package). The ap-
proach that advices this segregation between the chip’s responsibilities and the package’s
responsibilities is the SoP approach.
SoP is similar to the MCM approach, but allocates a greater responsibility to the pack-
age. In a MCM-based system, the package just acts as a housing for different chips. It
performs the functions of powering, cooling and interconnecting these chips. The chip(s)
and the package can be designed independent of each other. In a SoP-based system, the
package performs all the above mentioned functions plus it houses passive functionality that
are built on and/or embedded inside the package. In contrast with the MCM approach, the
package and the chip(s) have to be designed together in a SoP system. Figure 1.2 shows
an example of how functionality can be divided between the chip(s) and the package for a
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SoP-based RF system.
Figure 1.2: Functionality segregation in a SoP-based RF system.
SoP suggests a multilayer dielectric substrate/packaging approach to achieve the inte-
gration of diverse passive and active components without compromising cost and size. An
exploded conceptual representation of a SoP-based system is shown in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.4
presents a cross section of a typical SoP-based system.
Figure 1.3: Exploded pictorial representation of a typical SoP-based system.
1.3 SoP material technologies
Central to the theme of the SoP approach is the development of smart systems, novel in-
tegrating techniques, and the identification of suitable material technology that supports
such integration. For example, a viable 3-D SoP technology for wireless communication
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Figure 1.4: Cross section of a typical SoP-based system.
applications would require primary building blocks such as amplifiers, embedded passives,
high-performance filters, baluns, integrated antennas, and a suitable platform to integrate
the different functional components. The material platform should provide excellent high-
frequency electrical properties, mechanical stability, chemical resistance, good barrier prop-
erties, multilayer lamination capabilities, and be cost competitive.
Microwave composites and ceramics are the popular materials that have been currently
identified as suitable platforms for a SoP system. These have excellent packaging charac-
teristics as well as good electrical properties. Microwave composites such as variations of
Rogers Duroid or Taconic RF [1, 2] series materials use proprietary mixes of materials like
polytetraflouroethylene (PTFE), glass weave, and ceramic fills. These materials are care-
fully engineered for excellent performance, but are expensive. Furthermore, because a mix
of materials is used, the homogenity is lost. Alumina is another commonly used material
for high frequency applications because of its zero water absorption characteristics. The
major limitation of these materials (composites and alumina), as far as them functioning
as a SoP platform, is that none of these are capable of producing homogenous laminated
3-D modules.
Low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) is one of the very few substrate technologies
that satisfies nearly all the requirements [88, 50]. Recent breakthroughs in the LTCC
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Figure 1.5: LTCC-based multilayer module.
technology have reduced or completely obliterated the “tape shrinkage” problem (in the
horizontal dimensions) traditionally associated with ceramic firing. They have the unique
ability to be laminated into multilayer homogeneous dielectric substrates and packages.
They possess a combination of electrical, thermal, chemical, and mechanical properties that
cannot be found in most other material groups. Figure 1.5 shows an example of LTCC-based
multilayer module realized by firing together several patterned individual layers. Some of
their characteristics beneficial to the applications of our interest are listed below:
• Stable dielectric constant over a wide range of RF/microwave/millimeter-wave fre-
quencies
• Low dielectric loss up to millimeter-wave frequencies
• Engineerable coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
• Vertical integration capability with high number of layers (> 50)
• Excellent packaging characteristics - very low water and moisture absorption proper-
ties
Despite these advantages, LTCC may not be ideal for all applications. For example,
printed antennas on LTCC substrates suffer from reduced efficiency because of their rela-
tively high dielectric constant (ǫr = 5.4− 9.1). Besides, LTCC is not particularly suited for
applications that require large amounts of horizontal real estate. The size of LTCC mod-
ules is restricted to 8′′× 8′′ even in the state-of-the-art LTCC manufacturing foundries [58].
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Furthermore, LTCC is still expensive compared to conventional laminate materials.
Another disadvantage with the LTCC process is that its process temperature (800◦C −
1000◦C) may not be acceptable for some fully integrated solutions. As an example, MEMS
switches are increasingly gaining importance in the design of smart reconfigurable systems.
The comparatively high processing temperature of LTCC may act as a bottleneck to incor-
porate MEMS-based reconfigurability into systems developed on an LTCC platform. Also,
many unpackaged chips, which contain the active devices, cannot survive this high process-
ing temperature. As a result, they have to be packaged separately, which will significantly
increase the cost. The major advantage of the SoP approach compared to approaches such
as SiP or MCM is that it proposes to use a single wafer-scale packaging step after mounting
all the required chips onto the multilayer dielectric substrate. A high-temperature LTCC
process cannot fully utilize the advanatages of the SoP philosophy.
Other drawbacks include the metallization techniques available with the LTCC process
and the brittle nature of the material. To realize the full advantages of an integrated SoP
system, alternative material technologies need to be explored.
1.4 Liquid crystal polymer technology
Liquid crystal polymer (LCP) has been identified as a potential candidate because of its
excellent packaging characteristics [42]. Although LCP’s superior substrate properties have
been well known for almost a decade now [54, 32], manufacturing difficulties [57, 30] have
prevented it from being considered as a serious candidate for RF applications. Recent
advances in LCP processing [37, 3] have changed the scenario, though, and it has gained
immense attention among RF researchers [34, 109] since then.
LCP offers a unique combination of properties that makes it a viable technology for
SoP-based systems. It is quasi-hermetic and has the potential to act both as a substrate
and a package. Being a polymer, it is considerably cheaper compared to ceramics and
other composite materials. Its multilayer lamination capabilities make it suitable for the
integration of various modules. Its stable electrical properties, low processing temperature,
and low cost make it a choice material for developing smart, reconfigurable, and fully
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integrated RF systems.
The numerous benefits of using LCP as an organic platform include:
• Excellent electrical properties up to millimeter-wave frequencies (stable ǫr and low
loss [tan δ = 0.002–0.005] for f < 110 GHz) [95]
• Low cost ( $5/ft2 for a 2-mil single-clad low-melt LCP) [4]
• Quasi-hermetic (water absorption < 0.04%) [37]
• Low xy CTE, which may be engineered (6 − 40 ppm/◦C) to match metals or semi-
conductors
• Thermally stable electrical characteristics than many other substrates [94]
• Lamination capabilities to generate homogenous multilayer RF architectures
• Relatively low temperature processing (∼ 285◦)
• Flexible for conformal and flex-circuit applications
• Naturally non-flammable
• Recyclable
1.5 Object of this thesis
The primary goal of this research is to evaluate LCP’s electrical performance through the
design, implementation, and measurement of passive components and antennas operating
up to millimeter-wave frequencies and thereby determine the feasibility to use LCP as a
platform for developing low-cost, all-in-one, SoP-based solution for RF applications.
Prior to this research, LCP’s electrical properties had been studied only with the help of
standard transmission lines and resonators. Although work on developing multilayer LCP
architectures was initiated by Thompson [93], research on adding functionality onto LCP
technology had not been carried out before. To determine the feasibility of using LCP for
SoP-based RF applications, specific passive functions such as antennas, filters, and matching
networks need to be realized on LCP and tested. The implementation of the said passive
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components on LCP technology and their characterization are the desired contributions of
this work.
1.6 Contributions and organization
The contributions of this thesis are related to the design of novel prototype passive compo-
nents and their implementation on LCP technology.
Chapter 2 focuses on the design, fabrication, and characterization of dual-frequency/dual-
polarization patch antenna arrays on multilayer LCP technology. Two different substrate
configurations are explored. Homogenous multilayer architectures using LCP have been
successfully generated with the help of optimized lamination techniques. Measurements of
scattering parameters and principal plane radiation patterns are included along with effi-
ciency measurements, outlining the advantages of using LCP for antenna applications. In
addition, micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) switches have been integrated with the
developed antenna arrays to enable real-time polarization reconfigurability. This is the first
such demonstration of advanced multilayer antenna arrays developed on an organic tech-
nology. The research performed on the development of these patch antenna arrays on LCP
has led to a number of peer-reviewed conference and journal publications [36, 22, 14, 16].
In Chapter 3, the development of planar low-pass and band-pass filters, operating from
C-band to V-band, on single-layer LCP technology is presented. The performance of these
filters on LCP has been reported for the first time, enabling an understanding of LCP’s
electrical characteristics up to millimeter-wave frequencies. The low-pass filters have been
designed using image parameter theory and implemented using a semi-lumped component
approach. Design techniques to realize compact filters with excellent performance are pre-
sented. Scattering parameter measurements of these filters are included along with ideal
lumped component simulations and 2.5-D layout simulations. Additionally, band-pass fil-
ters, designed using coupled resonator theory and implemented on LCP, have been char-
acterized. Measurements of unloaded quality factor of the resonators employed by these
filters are presented.
In Chapter 4, the development of multilayer band-pass filters on LCP technology is
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presented for the first time. Two prototype filters have been realized - one using single-
mode open-loop resonators and the other using dual-mode slotted patch resonators. The
prototype with single-mode resonators employs a modular structure realized using non-
resonant nodes (NRNs). Coupling between such NRNs in a multilayer configuration has
been proposed and utilized for the first time. The multilayer prototypes provide considerable
size savings compared to an uniplanar implementation.
The wide variety of filters reported in this work can be classified based on the filter type
(low-pass/band-pass), the resonators used (single-mode/dual-mode), the response charac-
teristics (symmetric/asymmetric), and the structure of the filter (modular/non-modular).
The results obtained with these filter implementations have been published in [76, 17, 19]
The integration of various individual passive functions such as antennas, filters, and
matching networks has also been pursued. The development of two such integrated mod-
ules for use with transceiver systems is presented in Chapter 5. Band-pass filters and
matching networks are integrated to realize a duplexer, which is then integrated with a
radiating element to realize the final module. A V-band module that employs a single-layer
implementation has been developed for short range wireless applications [20]. An X-band
module that takes advantage of the multilayer lamination capabilities of LCP has been de-
signed, fabricated and measured. The performance of these modules confirm the potential
of LCP to function as an organic platform for SoP-based wireless applications.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis, summarizing its contributions. Included in the ap-
pendices are filter implementations that complement the projects described in the earlier
chapters of this report. Appendix A details the implementation of dual-band WLAN filters
on LCP technology [21]. Appendix B describes the development of asymmetric modular





Many radar and communication systems require antennas equipped with dual-polarization
capabilities to facilitate higher capacity. In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) mobile
communications systems, dual-polarized antennas serve as a means of increasing the number
of sub-channels [35], while in automotive radar systems, they can be used to detect potential
road hazards, such as black ice [77]. Moreover, dual-frequency antennas have gained interest
in wireless communication systems such as wireless local area networks (WLAN), personal
communication services (PCS), and global positioning satellite (GPS) systems [80] where
different frequency bands can be covered in a single design.
2.1 Objective
Our objective is to develop dual-frequency and dual-polarization antenna arrays operating at
14 and 35 GHz to be used in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA)
Earth Science Enterprise (ESE) radiometric system. These antenna arrays are required
for the remote sensing of global precipitation, evaporation, and cycling of water. Water
evaporation, precipitation, and water vapor feedbacks alter the surface and atmospheric
heating and cooling rates. A sufficient understanding of such phenomena and processes is
a key source for the accurate prediction of the planet’s climate. For these reasons, water
cycle research is a high-priority area of research. These processes are not adequately taken
into account by currently used climate models. NASA seeks to enhance the understanding
of these processes through the collection of pertinent data and the development of models
that respond to the water cycle’s variability.
The foremost requirement of the ESE radiometric system is the development of low-cost,
low-mass, deployable antennas with large surface area that can be rolled up or folded for
launch and then deployed in space. In addition, the developed antenna array should have
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the same radiation pattern characteristics at both the 14 and 35 GHz frequency bands and
for both the linear polarizations. Last, electronic scanning and shaping of the beams is
required at the two frequencies. This will typically require integration of phase shifters and
switches.
2.2 Overview of the existing technology
Parabolic reflectors, because of their high gain, were the preferred antennas for space appli-
cations. However, they are bulky, heavy, difficult to deploy, expensive, and have a limited
scanning capability. Reflectarray, and inflatable reflectarray antennas were developed as an
alternative and are still being actively researched, but they suffer from low antenna effi-
ciency, difficulties in maintaining uniform membrane spacing and surface flatness, increased
side-lobe levels, and single-frequency operation [81, 53]. While past efforts have resulted
in deployable antenna structures, they have not been dual-frequency and dual-polarization,
and past antennas that met those goals have not been deployable or have been based on
high-cost and large weight/volume technology.
We propose to use microstrip patch antennas because of their low cost, low profile, light
weight, and ease of fabrication [27]. In recent years, there has been much research done
in the field of designing dual-frequency and dual-polarization microstrip antenna arrays
[89, 85]. When designing these arrays, one has to confront many parameters of interest and
the associated complexity both in design and fabrication. There is a need for a complex
feeding structure that minimizes interconnect loss, feedline radiation, and cross-coupling
[61]. Substrate thickness can affect cross-polarization levels as well as bandwidth and effi-
ciency. The distance of the antenna elements in the array can affect the -3 dB beamwidth,
directivity, and side-lobe levels besides impacting the overall size. Careful consideration
needs to be given to avoid cross-coupling between the antenna arrays operating at dif-
ferent frequencies, blockage effects, and edge diffraction [48]. It is difficult to achieve all
the aforementioned performance requirements with a single-layer structure. A multilayer
architecture is required that can also result in very compact implementations. One such
design of a dual-frequency, dual-polarized microstrip antenna array incorporating vertical
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integration was proposed by Granholm and Skou [40]. This design consists of C-band and
L-band patches operating at 1.25 and 5.3 GHz, respectively, on the metal layers separated
by the substrate layers of three distinct dielectric media, including foam. Such a hybrid
arrangement is used, presumably, to control the effective dielectric constant, as it can have
a profound effect on the antenna performance.
Although there have been many reported examples of dual-frequency, dual-polarization
microstrip antenna arrays on substrates, such as Duroid, these designs are not always fa-
vorable because of various undesirable substrate properties. Materials like Duroid are often
used in conjunction with low dielectric constant foam to realize multilayer configurations.
Such composite multilayer structures are subjected to greater stress because of CTE mis-
matches, which can alter the dimensions of the structure. There are many other thermal
and mechanical problems inherent in such a multilayer design formed by integrating dif-
ferent materials. To overcome these problems, there is a need for a laminated substrate
that has vertical integration capabilities and is suitable for packaging RF passive and active
components and embedded devices.
Even though LTCC technology is very suitable for multilayer realization of microwave
circuits such as filters and other passives, it is not ideal for antenna implementations.
Antennas using high index materials such as LTCC result in pronounced surface wave
excitation that can limit the impedance bandwidth, reduce the efficiency, and degrade
the radiation pattern [86]. One solution is to use micro-machined or suspended patch
antennas [73], albeit with increased fabrication cost and complexity. A soft-and-hard surface
(SHS) structure can also be used to improve the radiation pattern [64]. Even then, these
technologies are not suitable for the application of concern, because they do not support
easy deployment in space.
Because the performance of microstrip antennas depends strongly on the characteristics
of the substrate, the suitability of these elements for the described NASA application de-
pends on the underlying material technology. Specifically, the material technology needs to
support large area processing, multilayer implementation, and easy deployment in space.
LCP, with a unique combination of characteristics and good millimeter-wave performance
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as outlined in Chapter 1, offers an excellent solution to the aforementioned problems. Its
flexible properties allow for the material to be rolled up, which is ideal for antenna arrays
that need to be deployed in space.
The design and fabrication methodology of dual-frequency and dual-polarization an-
tenna arrays on multilayer LCP technology, together with the scattering parameter and
radiation pattern measurements, is described in subsequent sections of this chapter. Two
different configurations, one in which the patch elements are fed by a direct microstrip
feed [52] and the other in which the patch elements are fed through slots on the ground
plane [78], are explored. Although many possibilities of substrate and feed configurations
exist, these arrangements were particularly chosen to meet three major requirements of this
application:
• The return loss and radiation characteristics for both polarizations need to be identi-
cal.
• The return loss and radiation characteristics for both frequencies need to be similar.
• Polarization and beam steering require the integration of antenna arrays with elec-
tronic or electromechanical switches, reconfigurable phase shifters, and attenuators.
2.3 Microstrip-fed patch antenna arrays
2.3.1 Array design
The generic multilayer architecture of the dual-polarization/dual-frequency patch antenna
array with microstrip feed is shown in Figure 2.1.
The metal used in simulation and fabrication for the ground plane and the antenna
elements is copper (Cu) and has a thickness of 18 µm. The total substrate thickness
(h) for the design is 432 µm, consisting of two LCP layers (each 203 µm thick) and a
26 µm bonding layer. The 35 GHz antenna array is placed on the top surface of the LCP
substrate (at the interface of LCP and air), while the 14 GHz antenna array that is physically
larger is embedded on a 203 µm layer (h1). The two arrays were designed independently
and then fine-tuned before integration to optimize the impedance matching and radiation
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Figure 2.1: Generic multilayer architecture of the microstrip-fed antenna
array.
characteristics across both bands. EM -Picasso [5], a method of moments (MOM)-based
frequency domain 2.5-D solver, was used to design and simulate these antenna arrays.
The particular choice of substrate thicknesses stemmed from extensive analysis of their
influence on cross-polarization levels, bandwidth, and efficiency at each frequency. The feed
network for each array is placed in the same layer as the radiating elements to minimize
design and fabrication complexity and to reduce cross-talk between the arrays. This design
arrangement is relatively simple, though it must be acknowledged that there will be some
unwanted coupling between the feed network and the patch elements that cannot be totally
avoided.
The top view of the designed dual-frequency antenna array with diagonal patch elements
is shown in Figure 2.2. The patches are rotated by 45◦ and the polarization directions are
at 45◦ and 135◦ as opposed to the traditional x-y directions. This arrangement helps in
realizing a symmetrical feed network for both polarizations. Currents are always fed in
phase to all antenna elements in both polarization directions. This is essential in order to
have the main beam pointing as close as possible in the bore-sight direction. The impedance
characteristics, such as the -10 dB bandwidth and the radiation pattern characteristics, such
as the directivity, the half-power beam-width, the cross-polarization level, and the side-lobe
level, are very similar for both polarizations. This is one of the critical requirements of
the antenna arrays used in satellite imaging systems. The feeding structure for each array
contains 200 µm gaps (see inset in Figure 2.2) to enable excitation of the dominant TM mode
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(TM10) corresponding to one linear polarization and to prevent excitation of the other mode
(TM01), which corresponds to the orthogonal linear polarization. In this case, the switching
of polarizations is controlled by the presence of “hard-wired” perfect “short” (simulated by
a continuous feedline) and “open” (simulated by a 200 µm gap) conditions. In a practical
implementation, RF MEMS switches are used to switch polarizations and steer the main
beam. To minimize the radiation effects of the feed lines, the lines that directly connect
to the radiating element are made as narrow as allowed by our fabrication capabilities.
The position of the gaps was carefully chosen to minimize the cross-polarization levels.
Specifically, the length of the feed network between the patch edges and the gap position
was made an integer multiple of λg/2 to transfer perfect open conditions to the edge of the
patch, where ‘λg’ is the guided wavelength. The dimensions of the patch were first optimized
to make it resonant at the desired frequency. A recessed patch feed and a combination of
T-junctions and quarter-wave transformers were then employed to achieve better matching
and a symmetric feed structure is used to expand into a 2 × 1 array.
Figure 2.2: Top view (with all layers interlaced) of the microstrip-fed antenna
array. The inset shows an enlarged portion of the feedline containing the 200
µm gap (on the left side branch of the main feedline). By moving the gap to
the right ride branch, the polarization can be switched. The configuration
shown here will result in radiation patterns with E-field polarized along the
1350 axis.
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2.3.2 LCP multilayer fabrication
The antenna arrays were fabricated with two copper-clad 203 µm LCP dielectric sheets
and one 26 µm LCP adhesion layer from Rogers Corporation. Although a thick copper
layer may restrict the minimum feature size because of undercut problems, it is difficult to
sputter/electroplate thin layers of copper on LCP reliably because LCP has a low stiction
coefficient to copper. Therefore, a thick copper cladding was used. The etch process was
characterized and the patterns were modified beforehand to compensate for the undercut.
The undercut, if not compensated, can cause undesirable shifts in the resonant frequency
of the array, especially at 35 GHz. An alternative to using a thick copper layer would be to
introduce a thin seed layer such as titanium between the copper layer and LCP to improve
stiction. Although this was not tried, a thin seed layer (0.3 µm) will have no effect on the
array performance because the copper layer (3 µm) will be much thicker in comparison.
Such layers are often used in semiconductor circuits with no effect on performance. Shipley
1827 photoresist was used for pattern definition and the arrays were exposed under 16,000
dpi mask transparencies pressed into sample contact with 5” glass mask plates. Photoresist
development and a wet chemical etch with ferric chloride were then performed to complete
the antenna patterning.
The LCP layers with the 14 GHz and the 35 GHz arrays were then bonded together in
a Karl-Suss SB-6 silicon wafer bonder using a 26 µm low-melt LCP bond layer sandwiched
between the two 203 µm high-melt LCP core layers. The bond layer melts at a lower tem-
perature than the core layers and its flow, coupled with the tool pressure applied between
the core layers, results in the realization of multilayer LCP structures. The idea of using
the wafer bonder for fabricating multilayer LCP substrates was proposed by Dane Thomp-
son [93], another research member in the group. This author’s contribution was to optimize
the bonding process as relevant to the creation of specific antenna architectures. This is
the most critical step in the fabrication process and has to be understood thoroughly to
create multilayer LCP structures reliably. Several experiments were carried out to optimize
the temperature, the tool pressure, and the process times to achieve good bonding while
preventing shrinkage, formation of bubbles, and melting of core layers. The bubbles can
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result in air gaps that can affect the array performance at millimeter-wave frequencies. A
typical LCP bonding process is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows a photo of the
Karl-Suss wafer bonder that was used for creating LCP multilayer architectures reported
in this work.
Figure 2.3: Illustration of a typical LCP bonding process.
Figure 2.4: Photo of the Karl-Suss wafer bonder.
For the multilayer antenna array structure, accurate alignment between different layers
is necessary. This is facilitated by drilling precision alignment holes using a laser system.
Three different laser systems, the CO2 laser, the excimer laser, and the infra-red laser, were
used depending on the desired alignment accuracy levels. These holes were drilled before
the individual layers were patterned. The alignment marks in the masks, which contain the
patterns, were aligned to the laser holes drilled on the substrates during photolithography.
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After the individual substrates were patterned, alignment was maintained during bonding
using alignment pins in the bonding press plates. This specific alignment procedure is
unique and essential in creating multilayer antenna structures operating at millimeter-wave
frequencies that require very precise alignment and was developed in conjunction with Dane
Thompson. Photographs of 2× 1 antenna arrays fabricated on LCP showing the flexibility
of the substrate are shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Left: Photo of fabricated 2x1 microstrip-fed array. The 14
GHz array is not visible, as it is embedded. Right: Photo demonstrating
flexibility.
2.3.3 Measurements
Return loss measurements were carried out by mounting the array on an aluminum fixture
that included a 2.4 mm coaxial-to-microstrip connector. A short, open, load, thru (SOLT)
calibration was performed on a vector network analyzer with the reference planes at the
end of the coaxial cables. When required, the microstrip launcher was adjusted to improve
the impedance matching between the antenna under test (AUT) and the coaxial launcher.
The antenna pattern measurements were carried out by Dr. George Ponchak at the NASA
Glenn Research Center. An anechoic chamber with the AUT as the receive element and
a 15 dB gain horn antenna as the transmitting antenna were used for radiation pattern
measurements. The AUT was rotated through the measurement plane, and the entire
system, including the data recording, was automated. Because the microstrip launcher and
the absorbing material placed around it covered a portion of the plane during the scan,
there was a slight asymmetry in the radiation patterns. In addition, the absorber affected
the radiation pattern at scan angles greater than 70◦ off boresight.
The simulated and measured return loss plots versus frequency are shown in Figures 2.6
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(14 GHz) and 2.7 (35 GHz). The results shown are for the 135◦ polarization, though they
are the same for the 45◦ polarization also because of the symmetric arrangement. The
dual-frequency array was excited at one frequency, while the other array was treated as
a parasitic element. The results are summarized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The shift in the
resonant frequency can be attributed to fabrication tolerances. The discrepancy in return
loss at 14 GHz is due to the extension of the feedline of the embedded (14 GHz) antenna
to a point where the top laminated layer of the substrate no longer covers the feedline,
thus modifying its characteristic impedance. The measured impedance bandwidths at both
frequencies are in good agreement with those of the simulated designs.

















Figure 2.6: Return loss - 14 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Table 2.1: Return loss characteristics of the 14 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
Resonant Frequency 14 GHz 13.72 GHz
Return Loss -30.7 dB -16.5 dB
-10 dB Return Loss Bandwidth 140 MHz 160 MHz
Percent Bandwidth 1.00% 1.17%
Additionally, the simulated and measured 2-D radiation patterns are shown in Fig-
ures 2.8a and 2.8b for the E- and H-plane at 14 GHz, respectively, and Figures 2.9a and 2.9b
for the E- and H-plane at 35 GHz, respectively. The results are summarized in Tables 2.3
and 2.4.
The E-plane and H-plane beamwidths and the shapes of the co-polarized patterns are
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Figure 2.7: Return loss - 35 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Table 2.2: Return loss characteristics of the 35 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
Resonant Frequency 34.87 GHz 34.32 GHz
Return Loss -32.5 dB -39.6 dB
-10 dB Return Loss Bandwidth 1560 MHz 1530 MHz



















































Figure 2.8: 2-D radiation patterns - 14 GHz microstrip-fed array.
consistent for both the simulated and measured patterns of the arrays. The center-to-center
distance of the radiating elements can be increased to reduce the E-plane beamwidth to a
value close to the H-plane beamwidth, but side-lobes will start to form as a result of this
increase. The measured cross-polarization levels also agree well with the predicted values
for scan angles less than 70◦. The discrepancy at angles above 70◦ is due to the presence
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Table 2.3: Radiation pattern characteristics of the 14 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
E-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 65◦ 67◦
H-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 58◦ 58◦
Max. Cross-pol.(E-plane) -31 dB -25 dB



















































Figure 2.9: 2-D radiation patterns - 35 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Table 2.4: Radiation pattern characteristics of the 35 GHz microstrip-fed array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
E-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 65◦ 66◦
H-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 59◦ 59◦
Max. Cross-pol.(E-plane) -15 dB -14 dB
Max. Cross-pol.(H-plane) -16 dB -15 dB
of the absorber, as explained earlier. In addition, it has been noted in [39] that the cross-
polarization level tends to increase as the substrate thickness increases. Therefore, the
higher-frequency (35 GHz) antenna array on the electrically thicker substrate exhibits a
worse cross-polarization level than the lower-frequency (14 GHz) array on the electrically
thinner substrate. To demonstrate the flexibility and mechanical stability of the multilayer
LCP substrate, which is one of the key requirements for deployable antennas, antenna arrays
were flexed several times and recharacterized. The return loss and radiation patterns were
unchanged within the repeatability of the measurement equipment.
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This was the first demonstration of an antenna array operating at millimeter-wave fre-
quency and implemented on a multilayer organic technology. The measured results for the
2 × 1 antenna arrays were quite satisfactory. The cross-polarization level at 35 GHz was
the only concern, although the measured results were still comparable to the simulated
ones. Admittedly, the design arrangement chosen was relatively simple, but it enabled us
to demonstrate the applicability of LCP for the development of light-weight and conformal
antenna arrays. Once these basic credentials were established, a more complicated architec-
ture was developed to address the shortcomings of the current structure. Specifically, when
we tried to expand the 2×1 array to a 2×2 array that could form a basis for a more general
planar array, the cross-coupling between the feed network and the patch elements within
an array increased significantly and created disturbances in the radiation pattern. In addi-
tion, parasitic resonances were identified and it was quite impossible to minimize cross-talk
between the feed network of one array and the patch elements of the other array. Several
design arrangements were tried, but at least a couple of performance characteristics needed
to be sacrificed when the simple microstrip-fed structure is kept unchanged. To overcome
these issues, a new layer was introduced that incorporated just the feed networks for both
the 14 and 35 GHz arrays. The development of this aperture-coupled array architecture is
described in the next section.
2.4 Aperture-coupled patch antenna arrays
The developed microstrip-fed patch antenna arrays, when expanded into a 2× 2 array (the
results are not shown here), had two primary shortcomings - unwanted parasitic coupling
between the feed network and the patch elements that led to radiation pattern distortion
and the high cross-polarization level for the 35 GHz array. To overcome these problems,
two improvements were introduced. First, a separate layer was introduced to place the feed
networks beneath the ground plane, thereby alleviating the parasitic radiation problem.
Coupling between the feed and the radiating elements is achieved using apertures in the
ground plane - hence the name ‘aperture-coupled array.’ Second, the substrate configuration
was changed to place the 35 GHz antennas in the middle layer on a thinner substrate while
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placing the 14 GHz antennas on the top layer. The configuration used with the microstrip-
fed array was chosen to minimize blockage effects on the 35 GHz antennas. However, the
cross-polarization at 35 GHz is fundamentally dependent on the substrate thickness [51],
and improvement is quite difficult using other means, specifically for this dual-polarization
application. The blockage effects on the 35 GHz antennas, on the other hand, could be
reduced by careful placement of antenna elements of both the arrays. The generic multilayer
architecture of the aperture-coupled array is shown in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Generic multilayer architecture of the aperture-coupled antenna
array.
2.4.1 Array design
The top view (with all the layers interlaced) and the side view of the aperture-coupled
antenna array are shown in Figure 2.11. The metal used in simulation and fabrication for
the ground plane, the antenna elements, and the feed network is Cu and has a thickness
of 18 µm. The total substrate thickness for this configuration is 457 µm. The radiating
elements for both arrays are placed on one side of the ground plane, while the feed network
for both arrays is placed on the other side. The ground plane contains slots through which
energy is electromagnetically coupled from the feed network to the radiating patches. With
the ground plane taken as the reference, the 35 GHz patches are placed on a 127-µm thick
LCP substrate, while the 14 GHz patches are placed on a 355-µm thick LCP substrate. The
feed networks for both patches are placed on a 102-µm thick LCP substrate on the other
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side of the ground plane. These substrate choices are again a result of an extensive analysis
of their influence on antenna performance and were chosen to provide similar radiation
patterns for both arrays while keeping a compact profile.
Figure 2.11: Aperture-coupled antenna array. Left: Top view with all the layers interlaced.
Right: Side view. The thickness of the LCP substrates used are h1 = 228 µm; h2 = 127 µm;
h3 = 102 µm.
As shown in Figure 2.11, a combination of series and parallel feed was employed to form
the 2 × 2 array. Each 2 × 2 array consists of two linear 2 × 1 arrays, which are formed
by combining two basic elements that we define as ‘End element’ and ‘Any element.’ The
development of the 2 × 2 array from these basic elements is explained in Figure 2.12. The
most popularly used feed network for the formation of large arrays is the corporate feed
network. In a corporate feed, all radiating elements are interconnected in a parallel feed
configuration, so that uniform amplitude and phase distribution can be easily achieved.
On the other hand, a series feed can result in a reduction of the overall length of the feed
network and hence can reduce the associated feedline losses. The disadvantages of the series
feed are beam-drifting and difficulties in achieving the desired amplitude distribution across
the array. To take advantage of the characteristic features of both types of feed network,
a combination of series and parallel feeds was used in this design. In the past, series feed
networks have been employed with resistor terminations. Although this is an effective
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method to design a series feed, it reduces the overall efficiency. In our work, we used a
radiating element itself as a terminating element, thereby improving the overall efficiency
of the array.
Figure 2.12: Development of the aperture-coupled array. Top Left: one-port ‘End Element’.
Top Right: two-port ‘Any Element’. Bottom: Linear Array with one ‘End Element’ and
one ‘Any Element’. Several such linear arrays can be combined using a corporate feed to
form a planar array [Refer Fig. 2.11]. The parallel feed line without ports in each case is
for exciting the orthogonal polarization making this a dual-polarization system.
The ‘End element,’ as the name suggests, is the last element in the linear array (from
the feed direction). It is a one-port device, with its patch and feed dimensions optimized to
resonate at the desired frequency. The simulated return loss of the ‘End element’ resonating
at 14 GHz is shown in Figure 2.13. The ‘Any element’ is a two-port device designed to
provide a matched load at the resonant frequency at Port 1 when Port 2 is terminated with
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a matched load. The simulated S-parameter characteristics of the ‘Any element’ for the 14
GHz array are shown in Figure 2.14. The linear array is then formed by connecting Port 1
of the ‘End element’ to Port 2 of the ‘Any element.’ Since the ‘End element’ is designed to
resonate at the desired frequency, it presents a matched load at Port 2 of the ‘Any element’
at the resonant frequency, which in turn makes the linear array resonate at the desired
frequency. It can be seen in Figure 2.14b that the insertion loss is close to -3 dB at the
resonant frequency. The feed network and the slots for the ‘Any element’ are optimized
in this case to provide equal amplitude split between antenna elements in a 2 × 1 linear
array. A 50 Ω constant impedance transmission line is connected between the elements to
maintain an appropriate distance between them in an array configuration. Since both the
elements are matched to 50 Ω, the length of the transmission line can be used to control
important radiation characteristics such as directivity, beamwidth, and broadside angle of
the array. The 2× 2 array is formed by combining two linear arrays using a corporate feed
network. It is also possible to realize a general N × 1 linear array by adding (N-1) ‘Any
elements’ to an ‘End element.’ An N × N array could then be realized by combining N
‘N × 1’ arrays.












Figure 2.13: Simulated return loss of the ‘end element’ - 14 GHz array.
These aperture-coupled arrays offer some advantages over the previously developed
microstrip-fed arrays. These include:
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Figure 2.14: Simulated S-parameter characteristics of the ‘any element’ - 14 GHz.
• No or minimum parasitic radiation from feed lines. This is expected to reduce distor-
tion in the radiation pattern.
• For polarization reconfigurability, all switches can be placed in the same layer. This
may significantly reduce the overall fabrication cost and complexity
• For an N × M array, the number of switches required is only 2N . This is because of
the use of series feed along one dimension of the array.
These benefits are offset by disadvantages, including:
• Design is relatively complicated. A corporate feed is much easier to design than a
series/parallel combination feed.
• Four layers need to be patterned. This is a direct result of employing an aperture-
coupled feed. This should be considered more as an additional cost rather than a
disadvantage.
• Backside alignment is required. This arises from the particular substrate configuration
chosen for the aperture-coupled array.
• Backside radiation is greater compared to the microstrip-fed design. Although both
designs use finite ground planes, the slots in the aperture-coupled array tend to in-
crease radiation on the backside.
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These disadvantages notwithstanding, the aperture-coupled array is likely to fulfill all
the requirements of the ESE system.
2.4.2 Measurements
The fabrication and measurement procedures are similar to the ones explained in Sec-
tions 2.4.2 and Sections 2.4.3, respectively. Figure 2.15a shows the individual patterned
layers of the aperture-coupled array before bonding and Figure 2.15b shows the array after
bonding.
(a) Photo of the individual patterned layers
of the aperture-coupled array.
(b) Photo of the bonded aperture-coupled
array. Only the 14 GHz patches on the top
layer are visible.
Figure 2.15: Images of the fabricated aperture-coupled array.
The simulated and measured return loss results of the 14 GHz array are shown in
Figure 2.16. The impedance characteristics are summarized in Table 2.5. There is a slight
shift in resonant frequency, probably because of fabrication tolerances. Figure 2.17 shows
the return loss results for the 35 GHz array and Table 2.6 summarizes the impedance
characteristics. Again, a shift in resonant frequency can be observed. The margin for error
is very little at millimeter-wave frequencies (such as 35 GHz), especially for this multilayer
design where precise alignment of the feed network, the electromagnetic slots, and the
radiating patches is crucial. Additionally, the return loss levels could have been affected
by the measurement setup. To achieve stable and repeatable measurements, the fabricated
sample was mounted on a fixture and placed on a metal base. A foam spacer, with a
dielectric constant close to that of free space (ǫr = 1) and negligible loss tangent, was used
to reduce reflections from the metal base. Although the arrangement did not significantly
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alter the results, any reflection from the metal base would have reduced the return loss level.
This might explain the discrepancy observed for the 14 GHz array that is electrically closer
to the metal base because of its longer wavelength. The foam spacer setup had minimum
impact on the 35 GHz array. For both arrays, the measured impedance bandwidths are in
good agreement with the predicted values.

















Figure 2.16: Return loss - 14 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Table 2.5: Return loss characteristics of the 14 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
Resonant Frequency 14 GHz 14.16 GHz
Return Loss -31 dB -21 dB
-10 dB Return Loss Bandwidth 280 MHz 320 MHz
Percent Bandwidth 2% 2.28%

















Figure 2.17: Return loss - 35 GHz aperture-coupled array.
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Table 2.6: Return loss characteristics of the 35 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
Resonant Frequency 34.25 GHz 34.5 GHz
Return Loss -33 dB -32 dB
-10 dB Return Loss Bandwidth 710 MHz 720 MHz
Percent Bandwidth 2% 2%
The 2-D radiation pattern results for the 14 GHz are shown in Figures 2.18a and 2.18b.
The radiation characteristics of the 14 GHz array are summarized in Table 2.7. The 2-D
radiation pattern results for the 35 GHz are shown in Figures 2.19a and 2.19b. The radiation
characteristics of the 35 GHz array are summarized in Table 2.8. The simulation and
measured results agree very well. The shapes of the co-polarized beams and the beamwidths
are in good agreement. The measured cross-polarization levels for the 35 GHz array are
worse than the simulated levels. Furthermore, the measurement results show plenty of
ripples in the cross-polarization beam not predicted in the simulations. In general, accurate
measurement of a cross-polarized beam is far more difficult [84] than the measurement of a
co-polarized beam. We are more interested in the average value of cross-polarization, which
is approximately -18 dB in both the E and H planes. This, in our opinion, is a very good
result for a 2 × 2 array with dual-polarization capabilities.
(a) E-plane patterns. (b) H-plane patterns.
Figure 2.18: 2-D radiation patterns - 14 GHz aperture-coupled array.
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Table 2.7: Radiation pattern characteristics of the 14 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
E-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 49◦ 48◦
H-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 46◦ 45◦
Max. Cross-pol.(E-plane) -19 dB -21 dB
Max. Cross-pol.(H-plane) -19 dB -21 dB
(a) E-plane patterns. (b) H-plane patterns.
Figure 2.19: 2-D radiation patterns - 35 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Table 2.8: Radiation pattern characteristics of the 35 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Characteristic Simulated Measured
E-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 51◦ 49◦
H-Plane -3 dB Beamwidth 52◦ 55◦
Max. Cross-pol.(E-plane) -18 dB -14 dB
Max. Cross-pol.(H-plane) -18 dB -14 dB
2.4.3 Efficiency calculations
Apart from the return loss and the radiation pattern measurements, efficiency measurements
were also carried out. The efficiency of the 2 × 2 14 GHz aperture-coupled array was
measured using the Wheeler Cap method [100], with cap dimensions of 10.8 mm×34 mm×
65 mm. The efficiency is calculated based on input resistance measurements. Two sets of
resistance measurements were made - one with the cap and one without. When a cap with
proper dimensions is used to enclose the sample, it is possible to reduce the radiation levels
to a negligible amount so that the measured input resistance is a measure of various losses
only. The measurement without the cap is a measure of the total input resistance (i.e., the
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radiation resistance and the loss resistance). From the two measurements, the radiation





where ηrad is the radiation efficiency, Rrad is the radiation resistance and Rloss is the
loss resistance.
The measured efficiency of the entire setup that includes the array, the feed network,
and the connector was 58.6%. To determine the efficiency of the antenna array only, it is
necessary to de-embed the mismatch loss, the loss of the feed lines, and the connector. The
return loss plot of the array shows that the mismatch loss is negligible. In Figure 2.15a, it
can be seen that the input feed line has been extended to facilitate scattering parameter
and radiation pattern measurements. The losses of the extended feed line and the corporate
feed network were determined based on the attenuation measurements reported in [95]. The
typical connector loss at 14 GHz is 0.15 dB. After de-embedding these losses, the efficiency
of the antenna array is found to be 76.4%. Table 2.9 shows a summary of the measured
efficiency, specific losses, and the de-embedded efficiency.
Table 2.9: Efficiency calculations of the 14 GHz aperture-coupled array.
Measured Efficiency 58.6%
(Wheeler Cap Method)
Mismatch Loss (dB) 0.00 (100%)
Connector Loss (dB) 0.15 (96.6%)
Feedline Loss (dB) 1 (79.5%)
Total Loss (dB) 1.15 (76.7%)
De-embedded Efficiency 76.4%
It should be noted that the feed line loss used in calculating the de-embedded efficiency
included only the loss of the extended input feed and the main corporate branch. As a
result, the calculated efficiency is only a conservative estimate. Despite this, the result
compares favorably to the reported efficiencies of similar antenna arrays realized on other
substrate technologies.
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All the results shown are for one polarization, but they are the same for the other or-
thogonal polarization also because of the symmetric arrangement of radiating elements and
the feed network. Thus the designs can function as a dual-frequency and dual-polarization
antenna array system.
Table 2.10 compares and contrasts this research work with other contemporary research
on multilayer antenna arrays.
Table 2.10: Comparison between this work and other contemporary research on multilayer
antenna arrays.
Source Technology Attributes
Kamagowa, et. al [56] Polyimide/Ceramic high-temperature, expensive
Granholm, et. al [40] Duroid/FR-4/Foam structural stability
Navarro, et. al [71] Synthetic substrates mechanical weakness
This work Multilayer LCP
Conformal, homogeneous,
low-temperature, low-cost
To realize a polarization reconfigurable system (i.e., to switch between polarizations in
real time), switches need to be integrated with the current arrays. To achieve this, the feed
networks for the arrays were modified to include bias pads for the switches. The integration
of switches with the aperture-coupled antenna array is described in the next section.
2.5 Polarization-reconfigurable antenna arrays using RF MEMS switches
Real-time polarization reconfigurability can be achieved by integrating switches and the
associated control circuitry with the designed antenna arrays. Although the polarization of
an antenna array can be changed by mechanically rotating the antenna structure, it is not
suitable for large-sized arrays proposed for the application of concern. Electronic switches
not only reduce the overall cost, but also are more reliable compared to a mechanical
rotating system. In the past, solid state switching elements such as p-i-n diodes, field-effect
transistors (FETs), and other monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) have been
employed for such applications. These devices have several disadvantages, such as high
insertion loss, high power consumption, and non-linear characteristics. The losses could
degrade the system sensitivity, and the power consumption is a concern for the proposed
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space-borne application.
MEMS switches, which allow mass production, can be a viable alternative. Because they
are compatible with the fabrication process of the proposed antenna arrays, the overall cost
of the system can be reduced.
2.5.1 MEMS characteristic features
Some desirable features of the MEMS switches are outlined below:
• Low insertion loss
• Negligible power consumption
• Linear characteristics
• Low cost
Of course, like any other technology, MEMS switches have their share of disadvantages:
• Switching speed in the microsecond to millisecond range
• Low power-handling capability, typically less than 100 mW
• High voltage drive requirement
• Less reliable compared to solid state switches
2.5.2 MEMS-integrated array design
The top view of the designed aperture-coupled array, showing the switch locations and bias
pads, is depicted in Figure 2.20. The location and the orientation of the bias pads and
radial stubs are slightly modified for the 35 GHz array to efficiently utilize the available
space. This configuration also minimizes the interaction between various stubs and the
feed network. The total length of each radial stub is adjusted to produce an open at the
operating frequency. The transformers and the combiners of the corporate feed network
were optimized to minimize the effects of the bias stubs on the resonant frequency of the
arrays. The polarization of both 14 and 35 GHz arrays is controlled by the configuration
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of the MEMS switches. Because dedicated feed network and MEMS switches are provided
for the two antenna arrays, the polarization of one array can be chosen independent of the
other. Table 2.11 shows the different configuration of switches that can be used to enforce
the desired linear polarization for a particular array.
Table 2.11: Switch configurations for the polarization-reconfigurable antenna array.
State Switches that are ‘ON’ Switches that are ‘OFF’ 14 GHz 35 GHz
a0 none all not excited not excited
a1 S1, S3 S2, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8 Pol-I not excited
a2 S2, S4 S1, S3, S5, S6, S7, S8 Pol-II not excited
a3 S5, S7 S1, S2, S3, S4, S6, S8 not excited Pol-I
a4 S6, S8 S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S7 not excited Pol-II
a5 S1, S3, S5, S7 S2, S4, S6, S8 Pol-I Pol-I
a6 S2, S4, S6, S8 S1, S3, S5, S7 Pol-II Pol-II
Other switch configurations are also possible. The listed configurations are the most
useful for the proposed application. Measurements were not made for the last two states
outlined in the table (a5, and a6), because of setup constraints. These two states require
simultaneous excitation of the array at two frequencies.
2.5.3 MEMS fabrication
The fabrication procedure is similar to the one detailed in Section 2.3.2, except for the inte-
gration of MEMS switches. The whole fabrication process can be thought of as containing
three steps:
• Fabrication of the designed antenna array except the feed layer containing the MEMS
switches.
• Preparation of the fabricated sample for MEMS integration.
• MEMS fabrication.
Of these three steps, this author carried out the first two, while MEMS fabrication
was performed by Guoan Wang, another member in our research group. For the sake of
completeness, a brief description of the MEMS fabrication procedure is included in this
thesis.
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Figure 2.20: Polarization-reconfigurable aperture-coupled antenna array showing switch
locations and bias pads.
Fabricating MEMS switches on a flexible, organic substrate like LCP is not a straight-
forward process. Being a flexible material, LCP is prone to curling. This effect becomes
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more pronounced throughout processing because of the fluctuation of temperature from the
various baking, deposition, and etching steps. Since optical lithography with a 3–5 µm
resolution cannot be performed on a curled substrate, it is necessary to mount the sample
on a flat, cleanroom-grade material before processing. Temporary mounting can be done
using a spin-on or roll-on adhesive. Permanent mounting can be done using a thermal
bonding technique. Alternatively, if a mask aligner with a vacuum chuck is available, then
no mounting is necessary. Since the substrate is also an organic polymer, surface roughness
is an issue. The surface roughness of bare LCP is usually on the order of 2–5 µm. Given
that the switch membrane is generally suspended 2–3 µm above the substrate, the surface
roughness can be large enough to prevent the switch from deflecting. To solve this problem,
each sample was mechanically polished using a commercially available alumina slurry. The
approximate time to polish a four-inch circular sample is 60 minutes. After polishing, the
surface roughness of the sample was measured to be between 10 and 50 nm, smooth enough
for MEMS switch operation.
After the substrate was polished and mounted on a flat material, the following procedure
was followed to fabricate the MEMS switches:
Step 1 A 300Å-titanium/2500Å-gold layer was electron beam evaporated, patterned, and
etched using chemical etchants. This is to provide the transmission line metal for the
feed layer.
Step 2 A 2000Å silicon nitride layer was deposited using low-temperature plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
Step 3 The deposited silicon nitride layer was patterned and etched using a reactive ion
etch (RIE) process everywhere except for the MEMS switch contact areas.
Step 4 A 2–3 µm micron thick photoresist layer was patterned to provide a sacrificial layer
for the membrane.
Step 5 Gold was evaporated, patterned, electroplated to a thickness of 2 µm, and etched
to create the membrane.
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Step 6 The sacrificial layer was dissolved using photoresist stripper leaving the membrane
suspended above the signal lines.
Step 7 The switches were dried using carbon dioxide at the supercritical point to prevent
membrane collapse due to water surface tension.
Figure 2.21 shows a picture of the feed layer of the fabricated antenna array that includes
MEMS switches. Figure 2.22 shows a close-up view of the fabricated MEMS switches.
Figure 2.21: Photo of the fabricated antenna array showing the feed layer
with MEMS switches.
Figure 2.22: Close-up view of a fabricated MEMS switch.
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2.5.4 Results and discussions
Scattering parameter measurements were made for both the 14 and 35 GHz arrays. The
measurement setup is identical to the one described in Section 2.3.3, except for the additional
DC probes required to actuate the MEMS switches. When the 14 GHz array was excited,
the 35 GHz array was treated as a parasitic element and vice versa. Figure 2.23 shows the
measurement setup with the DC bias probes.
Figure 2.23: Measurement setup for the MEMS-integrated array showing
the DC bias probes.
Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show the scattering parameter performance of the arrays for
different switch configurations. For the 14 GHz array, when polarization-I is excited, the
resonant frequency is 14.7 GHz and the return loss level is -34 dB and when polarization-
II is excited, the resonant frequency is 14.8 GHz and the corresponding return loss level
is -43 dB. For the 35 GHz array, when polarization-I is excited, the resonant frequency
is 36.9 GHz and the return loss level is -16 dB and when polarization II is excited, the
resonant frequency is 36.4 GHz and the corresponding return loss level is -23 dB. When all
the switches are in the ‘OFF’ state, the radiating patches are not excited and the expected
return loss level is 0 dB. This value is -0.8 dB for the 14 GHz array and -0.6 dB for the
35 GHz array. These figures represent the feed line losses and are satisfactory compared to
the return loss levels when the patches are excited in one of the two polarizations. Apart
from the losses, a negligible amount of energy might have coupled to the radiating patches
because of the ‘OFF’ state capacitance of the MEMS switches.
A considerable shift in the operating frequency can be noted in each case. We believe
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Figure 2.24: Return loss - 14 GHz aperture-coupled array with MEMS.
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Figure 2.25: Return loss - 35 GHz aperture-coupled array with MEMS.
that the shift is due to the dispersion of dielectric constant of the substrate. This assessment
is based on the study on the sensitivity of the resonant frequency of this type of antenna to
the dielectric constant [93]. The LCP material used for fabrication of these MEMS arrays
belonged to a new batch obtained from Rogers Corporation and could have had a lower
dielectric constant compared to the older batches, whose characterization formed the basis
for designing these arrays. Another reason for the resonance shift could be the capacitive
MEMS switches whose effect was not simulated. However, the resonant shift between the
two polarizations is very small for both the arrays, confirming the applicability of these
designs for the proposed dual-polarization remote-sensing application.
Table 2.12 compares this work with the state-of-the-art research on reconfigurable an-
tenna systems.
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Table 2.12: Comparison between this work and other contemporary research on reconfig-
urable antenna systems.
Source Technology Attributes
Peroulis, et. al [74] p-i-n diodes on Duroid high-loss, not monolithic
Anagnostou, et. al [15] MEMS on silicon non-ideal antenna substrate
Cetiner, et. al [28] MEMS on FR-4 only for f ≤ 10 GHz
Jung, et. al [55] MEMS on Rogers TMM3 rigid, non-conformal
This work
MEMS on conformal, low-loss, low-cost
multilayer LCP mm-wave, integrated
2.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we presented the development of dual-frequency/dual-polarization antenna
arrays on multilayer LCP technology. A simple microstrip-fed array and a complex aperture-
coupled array have been developed. The design methodologies were described and the
performance characteristics of the two arrays were compared. The lamination capabilities
of LCP for developing complex multilayer architectures have been explored. An efficiency of
77% has been measured for the 14 GHz aperture-coupled array, confirming the advantages
of LCP for use in antenna applications. In addition, MEMS switches have been integrated
with the aperture-coupled array at both 14 and 35 GHz to achieve real-time polarization
reconfigurability. This is the first time a MEMS-integrated reconfigurable array has been
developed on a multilayer organic technology.
The results shown here demonstrate the applicability of LCP for the development of low-
cost, light-weight, and conformal antennas for future communication and remote sensing
systems operating up to millimeter-wave frequency ranges.
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CHAPTER III
SINGLE LAYER MICROSTRIP LOW-PASS AND BAND-PASS
FILTERS
3.1 Introduction
Filters are essential components in many communication systems as they perform the im-
portant tasks of channel selection (or rejection) and signal separation. The evaluation of
LCP’s electrical performance cannot be complete without implementing and characterizing
these crucial devices.
Filters can be classified based on the media used for their implementation. These media
include waveguides, coaxial lines, dielectric resonators, evanescent-mode designs, acoustic
filters, and printed circuit designs [62]. Each medium has advantages and some may be
more suitable than others, depending on the filter requirements. For example, waveguide
filters are superior as far as electrical characteristics such as insertion loss and quality fac-
tor are concerned, but are hard to implement at sub-millimeter-wave frequencies. Dielectric
resonator filters can give size advantages over conventional waveguide filters, but are rel-
atively expensive. Printed circuit designs provide many benefits, especially in realizing a
low-profile, low-cost, and fully integrated system.
LCP, as discussed in Chapter 1, is a favorable technology for implementing printed
circuit type filters. Although the low dielectric constant property of LCP provides it with
specific gains over competing technologies as far as antenna implementation is concerned,
it is not ideal for implementing filters or other devices whose size scales with the operating
wavelength. Hence, one needs to be creative with designing and implementing filters on LCP
to keep it on par with other material technologies with high dielectric constant. Therefore,
the objective of this section of the research is twofold. First is to design and implement
filters of different kinds that operate at a wide range of frequencies so as to assess the
electrical performance of LCP over those frequency ranges. Second is to focus on novel
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design and implementation methods to realize filters on LCP with performances comparable
to or better than those implemented on alternate technologies. Of course, the multilayer
capability of LCP allows placing different sections of a filter on different layers, thereby
minimizing its lateral area and keeping an overall compact size. In this chapter, the design
and implementation of several filters, operating in a wide range of frequencies, on single-
layer LCP technology is presented. The next chapter presents examples of filters utilizing
multilayer lamination capabilities of LCP.
Filter design in itself is a broad research topic. Within the classification of printed circuit
type filters, several subclassifications such as microstrip, coplanar waveguide, and stripline
implementations exist. Our focus is on microstrip low-pass and band-pass filters. Although
the fundamental goal here is to develop prototype circuits operating in a wide range of
frequencies, novel design techniques are explored to provide added value. To meet the
stringent requirements of modern wireless systems, filters are required to have low insertion
loss, high return loss, and high slope selectivity simultaneously. Pseudo-elliptic filters with
finite frequency transmission zeros are known to provide optimal results [69]. Most of the
filters developed in this work belong to this category of filters.
3.2 Low-pass filters using stepped impedance resonators
3.2.1 Lumped element design
Compact low-pass filter designs with a sharp attenuation response are challenging. Most
conventional approaches are Butterworth or Chebyshev type, but they require a high-order
design (at least 5th order) to ensure a good selectivity near the pass-band since they have no
attenuation poles [79]. Elliptic-function filters have attenuation poles near their pass-bands,
making them very attractive for high-selectivity applications. But a high-order design is
also required to ensure simultaneously a flat response in the pass-band (because attenuation
zeros) and a good out-of-band attenuation (because attenuation poles)[67]. In all cases, a
compact planar design is practically hard to achieve because of the number and the size of
components to be implemented (i.e., long high-impedance lines, wide low-impedance lines,
long open stubs) using the semi-lumped component approach.
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To address these issues, this composite design combines four filter sections: a constant-k,
an m-derived sharp cutoff, and two m-derived matching sections, as described in Figure 3.1.
Each section is designed by the image parameter method to obtain the lumped element
schematic [69].
Figure 3.1: Composite design concept combining four filter sections
The design starts with the calculation of the constant-k section and the m-derived section
in T form with respect to the desired characteristic impedance Ro, cutoff frequency fo (of
the constant-k T section), and the parameter m. The parameter m sets the placement of
an attenuation pole near the cutoff frequency for a sharp attenuation response. A filter of
lower order is then required for a fast attenuation rate past the cutoff frequency and the
attenuation pole can be easily tuned to suppress an arbitrary unwanted frequency. This
leads to a reduction in the number of components and therefore a reduction of the area and
the cost of the filter. In this work, m values of 0.21 and 0.308 have been implemented and
have resulted in good measured performance. The last step of the design is the addition
of two bisected-p m-derived sections at the ends of the filter. The image impedance of an
m-derived p section depends on m. A value of m= 0.6 is used to minimize the variation of
the image impedance over the pass-band of the filter and optimize the matching properties
to the nominal source and load impedance.
The four sections are then cascaded and the series pairs of inductors are combined,
leading to the complete filter schematic described in Figure 3.2. The theoretical expression
and the values of the lumped elements for various filters designed in this work are presented
in Table 3.1. The characteristic impedance Ro has been fixed to 50 Ω in all cases.
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Figure 3.2: Complete composite low-pass filter schematic
Table 3.1: Theoretical expression and value of the lumped elements
Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4
Expression fo = 5.1 GHz fo = 7.6 GHz fo = 27 GHz fo = 59 GHz
m = 0.308 m = 0.21 m = 0.26 m = 0.3
C 2/(Ro.2.π.fo) 1.19 pF 0.79 pF 0.2274 pF 0.1026 pF
L 2.Ro/(2.π.fo) 2.98 nH 1.99 nH 0.5686 nH 0.2567 nH
L1 0.8L 2.38 nH 1.59 nH 0.4548 nH 0.2053 nH
L2 L(1 + m)/2 1.95 nH 1.20 nH 0.3582 nH 0.1668 nH
L3 L(0.6 + m)/2 1.35 nH 0.80 nH 0.2440 nH 0.1155 nH
Lsc L(1 − m2)/(4m) 2.19 nH 2.27 nH 0.5097 nH 0.1946 nH
Csc m.C 0.36 pF 0.16 pF 0.0591 pF 0.0309 pF
Lm 0.53L 1.58 nH 1.06 nH 0.3013 nH 0.1369 nH
Cm 0.3C 0.36 pF 0.24 pF 0.0682 pF 0.0309 pF
3.2.2 Lumped element-microstrip transformation
The LCP substrate chosen for microstrip implementation of the designed filters is charac-
terized by ǫr = 2.9 − 3.15, tanδ = 0.002 − 0.004, a substrate thickness of 100 µm, and
a conductor thickness of 9 µm. In this configuration, the lowest and highest practical
impedance lines are, respectively, around 10 Ω for a line width of 2000 µm and 90 Ω for a
line width of 75 µm.
The middle section of the filter, composed of L1, C, and L2 (Fig. 3.2), was implemented
using the conventional stepped impedance technique. The implementation of L3 can be
deduced the same way. A folded structure was chosen and optimized using full wave sim-
ulations to avoid the impact of stub excessive length on the overall filter size. Figure 3.3a
shows an example of a fabricated folded filter, and its simulated and measured performances
are shown in Figure 3.3b.
The m-derived sections are made of series LC resonators that can be approximated by
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(a) Photo of a folded stepped impedance low-
pass filter
(b) Measured and simulated S-parameter results
Figure 3.3: Stepped impedance low-pass filter
a quarter-wavelength open-circuited micro-strip stub. Stub resonators are very popular,
but occupy a large area and often require characteristic impedances that are difficult to
realize. In past research efforts, stepped impedance resonators (SIR), with a compact size
and strong resonance, have been used as a replacement for conventional stubs. In this work,
we used a folded SIR to get simultaneously a strong attenuation pole and a very compact
size. The layout of these resonators has been optimized using IE3D [6], a full-wave MOM
solver, to get the strongest rejection properties at the attenuation pole frequencies defined
by the LC resonators in the m-derived sections while maintaining a flat response in the
pass-band. Figure 3.4a shows an example of a fabricated folded SIR and its simulated, and
measured performances are shown in Figure 3.4b.
These resonators were then combined with the stepped impedance filter and L3 to
construct the complete composite filter. A final layout optimization is performed to fine
tune the structure and get the minimal size.
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(a) Photo of a fabricated folded SIR (b) Measured and simulated S-parameter results
Figure 3.4: Stepped impedance resonator (SIR)
3.2.3 Measurements and discussions
Figure 3.5a shows a photo of the fabricated folded filter with fo = 5.1 GHz (Design 1). The
filter layout exhibits a very compact area of 4.6× 3.8 mm2. The layout has been optimized
to get the strongest rejection properties at 5.6 GHz and 6.7 GHz. Figure 3.6a shows a photo
of the fabricated folded filter with fo = 7.6 GHz (Design 2). The filter layout exhibits a very
compact area of 3 × 4 mm2. The layout has been optimized to get the strongest rejection
properties at 8.2 GHz and 10 GHz.
Figures 3.5b and 3.6b show the simulated and measured results of the RF filters shown
in Figures 3.5a and 3.6a, respectively. A comparison of the performances achieved from the
ideal lumped component simulations, the full wave simulations, and the measured proto-
types is presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The measurement of these filters, and of all the
filters and resonators presented in this section were performed using coplanar waveguide
probes. To facilitate such measurements, conductor-backed coplanar waveguide (CB-CPW)-
microstrip transitions have been used. Although the vialess transition makes the ground
plane floating, it is known to work well for measuring microstrip circuits [106]. These tran-
sitions were optimized to minimize the impedance mismatch between the probes and the 50
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(a) Photo of the fabricated filter (b) Simulated and Measured S-parameter results
Figure 3.5: LPF with f0 = 5.1 GHz (Design 1)
(a) Photo of the fabricated filter (b) Simulated and measured S-paramrter results
Figure 3.6: LPF with f0 = 7.6 GHz (Design 2)
Ω input/ output feed lines. The loss effects were calibrated out using a through-reflect-line
(TRL) calibration.
An excellent agreement with full wave simulation results has been achieved at RF fre-
quencies. Rejection of the attenuated pole as high as 58 dB, good matching properties in
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Table 3.2: Comparison of performances achieved from ideal lumped components, full wave
simulations and measurements − C-band (Design 1)
Loss fc f Attenuation f Attenuation
Design 1 (2 GHz) (3 dB) I-pole I-pole II-pole II-pole
dB GHz GHz dB GHz dB
Lumped 0.2 5.1 5.6 -36 6.7 -79
Simulation 0.2 4.9 5.4 -29 6.5 -66
Measurement 0.7 4.95 5.35 -28 6.5 -47
Table 3.3: Comparison of performances achieved from ideal lumped components, full wave
simulations and measurements − X-band (Design 2)
Loss fc f Attenuation f Attenuation
Design 2 (3 GHz) (3 dB) I-pole I-pole II-pole II-pole
dB GHz GHz dB GHz dB
Lumped 0.16 7.6 8.2 -25 10 -75
Simulation 0.17 7.55 8.1 -22 10 -69
Measurement 0.2 7.4 8 -27 9.7 -58
the pass band (< −20 dB), flat response (no ripples) in the pass-band, and low insertion
loss in the pass band (0.2 dB at 3 GHz) have been measured for the second design. The
first design exhibits similar performances but an additional 0.5 dB of insertion loss in the
pass-band. This is due to series resistive losses occurring in the long high impedance lines
used in this design.
Figure 3.7a shows a photo of the fabricated folded filter with fo = 27 GHz (Design
3). The filter layout exhibits a very compact area of 1.5 × 1.8 mm2. The layout has been
optimized to get the strongest rejection properties at 29.5 GHz and 35.1 GHz. Figure 3.8a
shows a photo of the fabricated folded filter with fo = 59 GHz (Design 4). The filter layout
exhibits a very compact area of 1 × 2 mm2. The layout has been optimized to get the
strongest rejection properties at 65.5 GHz and 77.5 GHz.
Figures 3.7b and 3.8b show the simulated and measured results of the millimeter-wave
filters. A comparison of the performances achieved from the ideal lumped component sim-
ulations, the full wave simulations, and the measured devices is presented in Tables 3.4
and 3.5.
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(a) Photo of the fabricated filter (b) Simulated and measured S-parameter results
Figure 3.7: LPF with f0 = 27 GHz (Design 3)
(a) Photo of the fabricated filter (b) Simulated and measured S-parameter results
Figure 3.8: LPF with f0 = 59 GHz (Design 4)
An excellent agreement with full wave simulation results has been achieved at millimeter-
wave frequencies. Rejection of the attenuated pole as high as 47 dB, good matching prop-
erties in the pass band (< −13 dB), and low insertion loss in the pass band (0.2 dB at 10
GHz) have been measured for Design 3. Design 4 exhibits a similar performance but the
layout has not been folded, because of its inherent compact size. The electrical performance
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Table 3.4: Comparison of performances achieved from ideal lumped components, full wave
simulations and measurements − Ka-band (Design 3)
Loss fc f Attenuation f Attenuation
Design 3 (10 GHz) (3 dB) I-pole I-pole II-pole II-pole
dB GHz GHz dB GHz dB
Lumped 0.15 27 29.5 -32 35.1 -77
Simulation 0.15 25.7 29.4 -35 36.5 -43
Measurement 0.2 25 29.9 -41 36.5 -47
Table 3.5: Comparison of performances achieved from ideal lumped components, full wave
simulations and measurements − V-band (Design 4).
Loss fc f Attenuation f Attenuation
Design 4 (20 GHz) (3 dB) I-pole I-pole II-pole II-pole
dB GHz GHz dB GHz dB
Lumped 0.15 59 65.5 -35 77.5 -78
Simulation 0.15 58.2 65.5 -52 77 -47
Measurement 0.2 58.3 67 -45 75 -45
of the filters reported here confirms the low-loss characteristics of LCP at microwave and
millimeter-wave frequencies. The measured attenuation characteristic of these filters can be
compared to the one of maximally flat or 0.01 dB ripple filter design for an order of n ≥ 13
[69]. It has been also demonstrated that compact designs can be achieved across a wide
range of frequencies despite the low dielectric constant of the substrate.
Table 3.6 compares the C-band implementation achieved in this work to other imple-
mentations available in the literature. Because the comparison was made between imple-
mentations with different cut-off frequencies using different dielectric substrates, the size of
the filters are expressed in terms of guided wavelength for a fair comparison of the design
approaches. As can be seen from the figure, the results achieved in this work provide a
good balance between size, loss, rejection, cost, and ease of implementation.
Table 3.6: Comparison of C-band filter performance reported in this work with other printed
low-pass filter implementations available in the literature.
Source Design philosophy Insertion loss Rejection rate Size
Hsieh, et. al [47] Hair-pin resonators 0.6 dB 54 dB/GHz 0.62λg × 0.17λg
Li, et .al [63] Coupled line, stubs, 0.5 dB 42 dB/GHz 0.11λg × 0.17λg
Sheen [90] Semi-lumped approach N/A 36 dB/GHz 0.09λg × 0.07λg
Mandal, et. al [66] Defected ground 0.5 dB 130 dB/GHz 0.23λg × 0.09λg
This work Folded SIR 0.7 dB 63 dB/GHz 0.13λg × 0.11λg
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3.3 Band-pass filters using folded open-loop resonators
The band-pass filters presented in this section and in the subsequent chapters were designed
based on the theory of coupled resonators [46]. The advantage of this technique is that it
is applicable to the design of any coupled resonator filter topology irrespective of the phys-
ical structure of the resonator. Starting with the filter specifications, a coupling matrix
is generated. The elements of the coupling matrix represent the coupling coefficients of
the inter-coupled resonators and the external quality factors of the input and output res-
onators. Once the coupling matrix is obtained and a resonator topology is chosen, numerical
simulations can be performed to extract the physical parameters of the circuit that would
yield the coupling coefficients and external quality factors specified by the synthesized cou-
pling matrix. The concept of using a coupling matrix model for filter design is illustrated
in Figure 3.9. This direct design approach is very useful in realizing advanced filtering
circuits both in the sense of functional characteristics (symmetric/asymmetric response,
real/imaginary finite transmission zeros) and in the sense of implementation characteristics
(i.e. multilayer architectures.)
Figure 3.9: Filter design using coupling matrix synthesis.
3.3.1 Coupling matrix synthesis
The synthesis techniques reported in [26, 9] were used to generate the coupling matrices
for any given filter specification. While the synthesis technique developed by Cameron
does not involve any optimization procedure, it is restricted to few coupling topologies
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and tedious similarity transformations are required, in general, to adapt this method to
an arbitrary topology. Amari’s optimization method provides an alternative to Cameron’s
direct synthesis technique and can be employed to synthesize coupling matrix of any coupling
topology. We implemented both these algorithms in Matlab. These scripts were heavily
used in the design of band-pass filters reported in this work.
To demonstrate the usefulness of this technique, two examples are provided here. The
first example is a fourth order filter with center frequency at f0 = 10 GHz, a fractional
bandwidth (FBW) of 8%, a return loss level (RLL) of 20 dB and transmission zeros at
fz1 = 9.2 GHz and fz2 = 10.8 GHz. The coupling topology proposed to realize this filter
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Qe = 12.19 (3.1)
Figure 3.10: Coupling topology of example I with coupling coefficient signs.
Figure 3.11 shows the performance of the filter as described by the synthesized coupling
matrix.
The second example is a fourth order filter with center frequency at f0 = 10 GHz, a
FBW of 8%, a RLL of 20 dB and transmission zeros at fz1 = 8.9 GHz and fz2 = 9.4 GHz.
The coupling topology proposed to realize this filter is shown in Figure 3.12. The synthesized
coupling matrix is
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Qe = 12 (3.2)
Figure 3.12: Coupling topology of example II with coupling coefficient signs.
Figure 3.13 shows the performance of the filter as described by the synthesized cou-
pling matrix. Certain observations can be made from the synthesized coupling matrices
and their performance characteristics. Coupling coefficients of both signs are, in general,
required to realize finite frequency transmission zeros. For a symmetric filter, with trans-
mission zeros at symmetrical locations on either side of the passband, the elements in the
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Figure 3.13: Performance obtained from coupling matrix in 3.2.
main diagonal of the coupling matrix are zero. This will require a synchronous tuning of
the resonators. Two resonators are considered to be synchronously coupled, if they have an
identical self-resonant frequency and identical response characteristics in the frequency band
of interest. The elements in the main diagonal are non-zero for the filter with asymmetric
characteristics. Resonators for implementation of such filters need to be asynchronously
tuned. Asynchronously coupled resonators have different self-resonant frequencies. These
requirements generally have an impact on the choice of resonators. Furthermore, in synthe-
sizing the coupling matrices, it has been assumed that the resonators are lossless elements.
In a practical case, this is not valid and, hence, further optimizations, though minimal, are
often required.
3.3.2 Filter specifications and design
As mentioned before, the objective here is to develop band-pass prototype filters, operating
in a wide range of frequencies, on LCP technology, so as to assess the electrical performance
of LCP in those frequency ranges. The design, implementation, and measurement of pro-
totype filters operating in the X-band, Ka-band, and V-band are presented here. All these
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filters use the coupling topology shown in Figure 3.10 to meet the performance specifica-
tions outlined in Table 3.7. The elements of the coupling matrix synthesized to satisfy these
specifications are summarized in Table 3.8.
Table 3.7: Performance specifications for the single-layer band-pass filter prototypes.
Prototype
f0 FBW RLL fz1 fz2
GHz % dB GHz GHz
X-band 10 8 20 9.2 10.8
Ka-band 35 8 20 32.3 37.9
V-band 61.5 8 20 56.7 66.6







Once the elements of the coupling matrix were determined, an appropriate resonator
topology needs to be identified to implement the filter prototypes. Many choices are avail-
able. We used half-wavelength, folded, open-loop resonators and the canonical configuration
proposed by Hong [44]. A folded resonator was used to achieve a compact size, which is
critical for LCP technology because of its low dielectric constant. In addition, coupling
coefficients of both signs are required as evident from Table 3.8. In a physical sense, this
means that the resonators should have the capability of being both capacitively and induc-
tively coupled with one another. Figure 3.14 shows the top and side view of a microstrip,
folded, open-loop resonator.
Figure 3.15 shows some coupling structures arising from different orientations of a pair
of the proposed resonators and the associated coupling type. If the edges with the gap are
coupled, it results in electric (capacitive) coupling, because the electric fields are maximum
along these edges. If the edges opposite to the aforesaid edges are coupled, then magnetic
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Figure 3.14: Top and side view of a microstrip, folded, open-loop resonator
(inductive) coupling can be achieved. The type of coupling is predetermined in these two
configurations, independent of the substrate characteristics. Coupling along the other two
edges typically results in a mixed coupling. The type of coupling in these cases is determined
based on the strength of electric and magnetic fields along these edges. A mixed coupling can
result either in a dominant electric coupling or in a dominant magnetic coupling depending
on the physical characteristics of the substrate (such as ‘h’) and of the resonators (such as
‘s’).
Figure 3.15: Different coupling mechanisms with the folded open-loop res-
onator.
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Figure 3.16 shows the filter configuration, composed of these resonators, with appro-
priate couplings required to realize the coupling coefficients summarized in Table 3.8. The
sign used for a particular type of coupling is relative and can be interchanged. In this case,
the negative coupling is realized using an electric coupling configuration while the positive
couplings are realized using magnetic and mixed coupling (type 1) configurations.
Figure 3.16: Filter configuration to implement the topology in Figure 3.10.
Formulations to establish the relationship between coupling coefficients and the physical
structure of coupled resonators can be found in [43].











where ‘K’ is the value of the coupling coefficient, and ‘f1’ and ‘f2’ are the two split frequen-
cies that can be obtained from numerical simulations for a given coupling configuration of
a pair of coupled resonators.



































where ‘K’ is the value of the coupling coefficient, ‘f01’ and ‘f02’ are self-resonant frequencies
of the two coupled resonators, and ‘f1’ and ‘f2’ are the two split frequencies.
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Tapped inputs and outputs were used as opposed to parallel coupling at end sections.










where ‘R’ is the reference impedance, ‘Z0’ is the filter internal impedance, ‘L’ is half the
length of each resonator and ‘lt’ relates to the tapping location and is defined as shown in
Figure 3.16. A general formula for calculating the external quality factor irrespective of the





where ‘f0’ is the resonant frequency of the resonator and ‘△f±90◦ ’ represent the frequencies
at which the reflection phase shift of a singly loaded resonator differs by ±90◦ with respect
to the absolute phase at f0.
Numerical simulations along with the relationships provided by the above mentioned
equations were used to generate appropriate design curves. These design curves were used
to determine the physical parameters of the filter circuit shown in Figure 3.16. ADS-
Momentum [7], a 2.5-D MOM solver, was used to perform the necessary simulations.
The LCP substrate chosen for the design and fabrication of the filter prototypes is
characterized by ǫr = 2.95 − 3.15 (across the range of design frequencies), tanδ = 0.002 −
0.004, a conductor thickness of 18 µm, and a substrate thickness of 203 µm (X-band, Ka-
band) and 152 µm (V-band). Table 3.9 shows the physical dimensions of the filters in µm,
determined from numerical simulations.
Table 3.9: Physical dimensions of the single-layer band-pass filter prototypes.
Prototype a w g d12 & d34 d23 d14 lt
X-band 2840 230 440 165 220 400 1305
Ka-band 1045 230 255 155 156 320 523
V-band a 538 90 90 90 98 218 358
aThe reference impedance for this prototype is 100 Ω
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Although the filter configuration in Figure 3.16 is particularly suitable for a symmetric
filter, simulated results showed an asymmetric characteristic with different cut-off slopes
on either side of the passband. This effect was more pronounced at high frequencies and
could have resulted because of the semi-open microstrip environment. Figure 3.17 shows the
same filter configuration with the possibility of small unwanted parasitic couplings between
resonators 1 & 3 and resonators 2 & 4. Based on numerical simulations, we conceived
that the response characteristics in the vicinity of the passband edges can be modified by
changing the input and output tapping locations. From Figure 3.17 and equation (3.5), it
is clear that there are two symmetric tap locations corresponding to a particular external
quality factor (Qe) and it was found that by using different combinations of input and output
tap locations, the skirt properties on either side of the passband can be altered. Figure 3.18
shows the resonators with different tap combinations available with the proposed filter
configuration.
Figure 3.17: Filter configuration showing the parasitic couplings and sym-
metric tap locations.
The X-band filter was designed with the tap combination ‘a’ and ‘d’, the Ka-band filter
with the combination ‘a’ and ‘b’, and the V-band filter with the combination ‘c’ and ‘d’.
Although the designed filter prototypes are essentially single-layer designs, bonding was
required to fabricate them, because LCP is available only in discrete thickness (51 µm and
102 µm).
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Figure 3.18: Filter configuration showing different input/output tap combi-
nations and the corresponding effect on the skirt characteristics of the filter.
3.3.3 Experimental results
Figure 3.19a shows a photo of the fabricated filter for f0 = 10 GHz. The filter layout
occupies a compact area of 8.9 × 5.9 mm2. The layout has been optimized to get the
strongest rejection properties at 8.3 GHz, 9.3 GHz and 10.9 GHz. The extra transmission
zero is created by the input/output tap combination. Apart from resulting in a symmetric
roll-off on both sides of the pass-band, the feed structure creates an additional attenuation
pole because of the parallel-stub effect in this tap combination. As a result, the rejection
in the low side of the passband is further enhanced.
(a) Photo of the X-band filter



















(b) Measured and simulated S-parameter results
Figure 3.19: X-band Filter.
The simulated and measured scattering parameter characteristics for the X-band filter
are summarized in Table 3.10. A good agreement between the simulated and measured
results can be observed. The insertion loss in the passband and the rejection levels at the
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frequencies of transmission zeros are accurately predicted. A slight discrepancy exists as far
as the bandwidth is concerned. This may be attributed to fabrication tolerances. Because
of the discrepancy in the bandwidth, the measured location of the transmission zeros are
also different from those of the predicted ones.
Table 3.10: Simulated and measured S-parameter characteristics of the X-band prototype.
Attribute
f0 -3 dB BW IL fz1 Rejection at fz1 fz2 Rejection at fz2
GHz GHz dB GHz dB GHz dB
Simulated 10 0.91 2.25 9.33 35.4 10.88 36.3
Measured 10 1.15 2.45 9.2 34.2 10.98 34.3
Figure 3.20a shows a photo of the fabricated filter for f0 = 35 GHz. The filter layout
occupies a compact area of 2.4 × 2.4 mm2. The layout has been optimized to get the
strongest rejection properties at 31.6 GHz and 37.3 GHz. The transmission zero in the high
side of the passband is closer to the center frequency, when compared to the transmission
zero in the low side of the passband, and this results in a steeper rejection on the high side.




















(b) Measured and simulated S-parameter results
Figure 3.20: Ka-band Filter.
Table 3.11 shows the comparison between the simulated and measured scattering pa-
rameter characteristics for the Ka-band prototype. Calibration issues resulted in the ripples
that are noticeable in the measurements. Despite this, the performance of this prototype
is satisfactory and the measured characteristics agree well with the simulated ones. A low
insertion loss of 2.1 dB has been measured at 34.92 GHz.
Figure 3.21a shows a photo of the fabricated filter for f0 = 61.5 GHz. The filter layout
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Table 3.11: Simulated and measured S-parameter characteristics of the Ka-band prototype.
Attribute
f0 -3 dB BW IL fz1 Rejection at fz1 fz2 Rejection at fz2
GHz GHz dB GHz dB GHz dB
Simulated 35.1 3.15 1.71 31.6 33.1 37.3 21.7
Measured 35.2 3.65 2.1 31.2 32.9 37.7 16.7
occupies a compact area of 1.4 × 1.2 mm2. The layout has been optimized to get the
strongest rejection properties at 56 GHz and 72 GHz. In this case, the transmission zero
in the low side of the passband is closer to the center frequency, when compared to the
transmission zero in the high side of the passband, and this results in a steeper rejection
on the low side. Thus, although all the filters share the same coupling topology, different
tap combinations together with the semi-open environment of the microstrip resonators can
result in different skirt properties around the passband edges.
(a) Photo of the V-band filter (b) Measured and simulated S-parameter results
Figure 3.21: V-band Filter.
The simulated and measured scattering parameter characteristics for the V-band filter
are summarized in Table 3.12. A very low insertion loss of 1.96 dB has been measured at
60.9 GHz.
Table 3.12: Simulated and measured S-parameter characteristics of the V-band prototype.
Attribute
f0 -3 dB BW IL fz1 Rejection at fz1 fz2 Rejection at fz2
GHz GHz dB GHz dB GHz dB
Simulated 61 5.8 1.84 56 22.2 72 -31
Measured 61.4 5.5 1.96 56.8 22.6 72 -35
The performance of these prototype filters confirm the excellent electrical character-
istics of LCP across a wide range of frequencies from X-band to V-band. The reported
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measurements also validate the synthesis and design techniques outlined in Section 3.3.2.
In addition, reasonable compactness has been achieved in spite of the low dielectric constant
of the substrate. Further size reductions are possible, if a multilayer implementation is con-
sidered. The development of such filters utilizing the multilayer lamination capabilities of
LCP are presented in Chapter 4.
3.3.4 Unloaded quality factor calculations
Thus far, we have observed slight discrepancies between the simulated and measured results
for both the developed antenna arrays and filters. Many factors may have contributed to
these discrepancies and depending on a particular implementation, one factor may dominate
the others. For example, fabrication errors may be the dominant factor for designs that
employ multilayer architectures. Other factors include material tolerances, modeling errors
and/or measurement inaccuracies. These inaccuracies may contribute to discrepancies in
the resonant frequency, may lead to degradation of the insertion loss or may alter the
bandwidth of a device.
The bandwidth and the insertion loss of a filter are related to the unloaded quality factor
(Qu) of the filter resonators. Hence, in order to understand the discrepancies in the filter
implementations, Qu was calculated based on both simulations and measurements of input
return loss of a singly loaded open-loop resonator.
Figure 3.22: Setup to calculate the Qu of a folded open-loop resonator based
on return loss simulations and measurements.
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The one-port reflection technique outlined in [59] was used for Qu calculations. Fig-
ure 3.22 shows the arrangement employed for the calculation of Qu of a folded open-loop
resonator. The feed arrangement is identical to the one used in the input and output of the
prototype filters. In the filter designs, the tapping position (related to ‘Lt’ in Figure 3.22)
was adjusted to achieve specific input/output coupling. Here, we used a tapping position
that will result in a very low coupling (or a high loaded quality factor (QL)) so that the
feeding arrangement will not have an impact on the measurements and the subsequent
calculations. The equations [59] employed for the calculation of Qu are:
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Qu = QL(x, β)F (x, β) (3.11)
In the above equations, ‘RL0’ is the return loss in dB at the resonant frequency, ‘β’
is the coupling parameter, ‘QL’ is the loaded quality factor, which is a function of ‘x’ and
‘β’, ‘ω0’ is the angular resonant frequency, ‘(∆ω)x’ is the bandwidth measured at the -x
dB points of the input return loss, and ‘Qu’ is the unloaded quality factor of the resonator,
which, in principle, is independent of ‘x’ and ‘β’.
Figure 3.23 shows a plot of the simulated and measured input return loss of a X-band
folded open-loop resonator. Table 3.13 and 3.14 summarizes the results for the X-band
folded open-loop resonator tested for a fixed value of β. The value of β is controlled by the
tapping position ( related to ‘Lt’).
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Figure 3.23: Simulated and measured input return loss of a X-band folded
open-loop resonator.
Table 3.13: Qu calculations for the X-band folded open-loop resonator based on simulations
with f0 = 10.07 GHz and β = 0.6951.
x (∆f)x QL(x, β) ρx F(x, β) Qu
1 0.314 32.07 0.89 2.93 93.96
2 0.197 51.12 0.79 1.87 95.79
3 0.155 64.97 0.71 1.36 88.38
Table 3.14: Qu calculations for the X-band folded open-loop resonator based on measure-
ments with f0 = 10.07 GHz and β = 0.6321.
x (∆f)x QL(x, β) ρx F(x, β) Qu
1 0.33 30.52 0.89 2.71 82.83
2 0.197 51.12 0.79 1.71 87.45
3 0.139 72.44 0.71 1.21 87.91
For the X-band case, the Qu values calculated based on both simulated and measured re-
sults remain fairly constant for different values of ‘x’. The Qu calculated from measured QL
is lower compared to the simulated Qu, although a reasonable agreement has been achieved.
Compared to the filter implementations, we may contend that simulation/modeling error
may be the dominant factor here, because the resonator circuit proposed to measure the
QL did not require any accurate gap to be fabricated. As a result, fabrication errors can
be expected to be minimal and the discrepancies in evidence could have resulted mainly
from inaccurate modeling of different loss mechanisms during simulations. In a microstrip





The dielectric losses were modeled by the loss tangent of the substrate. The loss tangent
values reported in [95] were used. The MOM solver [7] employed for devices reported in
this section uses an in-built model to calculate the radiation losses. The conductor losses
were modeled by the metal conductivity. It is known that the metal’s surface roughness and
quality will affect the quality factor associated with the conductor losses [41]. The simulator
did not have any provision of modeling this surface roughness. The surface roughness of
copper in the double-clad LCP sheets available from Rogers corporate is measured to be
between 0.4 and 0.6 µm. The upper limit of 0.6 µm corresponds to one skin depth at 12 GHz.
As a result, one can expect to measure more conductor losses than the simulated results for


















Figure 3.24: Simulated and measured input return loss of a Ka-band folded
open-loop resonator.
Figure 3.24 shows a plot of the measured input return loss of a Ka-band folded open-loop
resonator. Table 3.16 summarizes the results for the Ka-band folded open-loop resonator
tested for a fixed value of β.
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Table 3.15: Qu calculations for the Ka-band folded open-loop resonator based on simulations
with f0 = 35.35 GHz and β = 0.9361.
x (∆f)x QL(x, β) ρx F(x, β) Qu
3 0.6 58.92 0.71 1.875 110.51
5 0.4 88.38 0.56 1.246 110.12
Table 3.16: Qu calculations for the Ka-band folded open-loop resonator based on measure-
ments with f0 = 35.44 GHz and β = 0.8485.
x (∆f)x QL(x, β) ρx F(x, β) Qu
3 0.7 50.63 0.71 1.69 85.80
5 0.45 78.76 0.56 1.08 85.22
For the Ka-band case also, Qu values calculated based on both simulated and measured
results remain fairly constant for different values of ‘x’. Again, discrepancies exist between
the measured Qu and the simulated Qu. The disparity in the Ka-band case is bigger
compared to the disparity in the X-band case. This result further confirms our speculations
about incorrect modeling of conductor losses, because the surface roughness effects become
more pronounced as we go higher in frequency.
The resonator chosen is only a representative element and a different resonator might
have a different Qu. It must be mentioned here that higher Qu values might be realized even
without modifying the resonator. The key is to identify the optimal substrate thickness,
which will vary with frequency. A thick substrate will have a lower conductor loss while a
thin substrate will have a lower radiation loss.
3.4 Chapter summary
This chapter focused on the development of compact low-pass and band-pass filters on
single-layer LCP technology. Filter prototypes operating in a wide range of frequencies
have been developed to understand the electrical performance of LCP in those frequency
ranges. Pseudo-elliptic filters with sharp attenuation response have been explored to meet
the stringent requirements of the modern communication systems.
The design methodology of the low-pass filters starting from the calculation of lumped
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element values to the transformation of these components into microstrip circuits was de-
scribed. Excellent measurement results and a compact size have been achieved for proto-
types operating from C-band to V-band. The sharp roll-off characteristics of these filters
in the attenuation band give insight about the quality factor of the resonators realized on
LCP.
Band-pass filters operating in the X-band, Ka-band, and V-band have been designed,
fabricated, and measured. These filters were designed based on the theory of coupled
resonators. A simple method to alter the skirt properties of these filters based on the feeding
arrangement has been presented. Qu calculations were made based on both simulations
and measurements. To our best knowledge, this was the first report on the measurement
of quality factor of resonators realized on LCP.
Overall, this work demonstrates the potential of LCP to function as a low-cost solution
for excellent performance and ultra-compact RF, microwave and millimeter-wave planar
low-pass and band-pass filter designs.
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CHAPTER IV
MULTILAYER MICROSTRIP BAND-PASS FILTERS
In Chapter 3, the focus was on designing and implementing compact filters on single-layer
LCP technology. Synthesis and design techniques were provided together with measure-
ments of prototypes operating in a wide range of frequencies. In this chapter, we extend
those development principles to realize multilayer filters. Modern wireless systems demand
light-weight, miniaturized, low-cost solutions besides requiring excellent electrical perfor-
mance and reliability. Filters, which are integral components of such systems, should not
only be designed to meet these stringent requirements but also should provide flexibility for
integration with other components, circuits and subsystems. For these reasons, there has
been increasing interest in the design and implementation of multilayer filters. The design
flexibility is greatly increased by allowing placement of filter elements on more than a single
layer. Multilayer filter structures can be broadly divided into two categories. In the first
category, the filter is composed of resonators that are located at different layers without
any ground plane inserted between the adjacent layers [87, 75, 31]. The single ground plane
in these filters is usually at the bottom of the multilayer stack-up. In the second category,
there can be multiple ground layers [45, 105, 29]. The resonator layers and ground layers are
interspersed and coupling between resonators on different layers is achieved through slots
in the ground plane. Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the said multilayer filter categories.
The filters developed in this work belong to the second category. Two filter prototypes have
been developed - one achieving a modular fully canonical response and the other utilizing
dual-mode resonators. These particular choices were made to demonstrate the advantages
of multilayer implementations for filtering applications in reducing the size and in improving
the design flexibility.
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(a) Single ground layer at the bottom of the stack-
up.
(b) Interspersed ground and resonator layers.
Figure 4.1: Typical multilayer filter structures.
4.1 Modular filters using non-resonant nodes
In this section, the design and implementation of a fully canonical pseudo-elliptic band-pass
filter on multilayer LCP technology is presented. Folded open-loop resonators described in
Secion 3.3.2 are employed in this filter. In the previous approaches, open-loop resonators
with only one type of coupling have been considered. Those approaches used slots in the
ground plane to achieve coupling only between resonating nodes. The multilayer design
discussed here includes coupling between both resonating and non-resonating nodes, so
that fully canonical filtering can be achieved. A fully canonical filter [13] is capable of
realizing ‘N’ finite frequency transmission zeros for an Nth order filter. This, in turn, helps
to achieve a high level of rejection over a wider stop band. Either direct source-load coupling
or coupling through internal NRNs [12] is required to achieve maximum finite frequency
transmission zeros for a given filter order. In this work, internal NRNs are utilized to
make the filter modular. A modular filter is less sensitive to manufacturing tolerances and
can compensate for fabrication errors associated with a multilayer implementation. To the
author’s knowledge, this is the first multilayer implementation of fully canonical modular
filters on organic LCP technology.
4.1.1 Modular coupling scheme
The coupling scheme employed to realize the fourth order filter is shown in Figure 4.2. The
filter is realized by cascading two 2-pole filters (S-1-2-X and Y-3-4-L), each contributing a
pair of transmission zeros. The multilayer filter configuration, proposed to implement this
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scheme, consists of stacked dielectric substrates with ground plane sandwiched between the
layers and resonators printed on outer surfaces.
Figure 4.2: Coupling scheme of the four-pole modular filter.
4.1.2 Multilayer design
To illustrate this approach, a filter was designed to operate in the X-Band with a center
frequency of 10 GHz, a fractional bandwidth of 5% and a stop band rejection better than
30 dB. Figure 4.11 shows the geometric configuration of the proposed multilayer filter. The
configuration consists of two LCP substrates (ǫr = 3.1, tanδ = 0.003), each 102 µm thick,
stacked together. Resonators 1 & 4 and source & load nodes are printed on the top surface.
Resonators 2 & 3, internal NRNs ‘X’ & ‘Y’ and a transmission line connecting the NRNs are
printed on the bottom surface. Four slots are etched in the ground plane that is sandwiched
between the two layers. These slots provide the necessary coupling and are named with
reference to the coupling scheme shown in Figure 4.2. Slots S[1,2] and S[3,4] are etched so
that the corresponding resonators are coupled along their open edges. The electric fields are
maximum along these edges and this results in the negative coupling desired between these
resonators. Couplings S-1, 2-X, Y-3 and 4-L are realized by tapping the resonators. Slots
S[S,X] and S[L,Y] provide the cross-coupling between non-resonating nodes. Vialess CB-
CPW–microstrip transitions, printed on the top layer, were used to facilitate measurements
using coplanar waveguide (CPW) probes.
The synthesis technique employed here is slightly different from the ones detailed in Sec-
tion 3.3.2, because of the fully canonical feature of the filters considered in this section. The





Figure 4.3: Layout of the designed four-pole multilayer filter.
couplings between the source/load nodes and the resonating nodes. The algorithms de-
scribed in [13, 25] are employed here. The 2-pole filters were designed individually and were
then cascaded to realize the 4-pole filter. The filtering section (S-1-2-X) creates transmis-
sion zeros at 9.2 and 10.7 GHz, whereas section (Y-3-4-L) creates zeros at 8.4 and 12 GHz.
Table 4.1 shows the synthesized coupling matrix elements for the two filters. Couplings S-1,
2-X, Y-3 and 4-L are characterized by Qe.
Once the elements of the coupling matrix were obtained, the tapping location and the
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Table 4.1: Elements of the coupling matrix.




size of the coupling slots were determined using numerical simulations to achieve the nec-
essary external quality factor and the coupling coefficients. ADS-Momentum [7] was used
to conduct these simulations. The methodology to extract external quality factor from the
frequency response of singly loaded resonators and to determine coupling coefficients from
the characteristic frequencies of coupled resonators were already presented in Section 3.3.2.
Design curves obtained using simulations are provided in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 for quick
reference. From the figures, it is clear that the external quality factor decreases when the
tapping location is moved away from the center of the resonator and the coupling coefficient
increases when the slot size is increased. Once the tapping location and the dimensions of
the slots that couple the resonators were obtained, the dimensions of the slots, which couple
the non-resonating nodes, were optimized to control the location of transmission zeros. In
fact, the only difference between the two filter sections is the size of the slots (S[S,X] &
S[L,Y]) that couple the non-resonating nodes.
Figure 4.4: External quality factor as a function of tapping location.
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Figure 4.5: Coupling coefficient as a function of slot size.
The susceptance of the internal NRNs and the coupling between them can be adjusted,
when implementing the fourth order filter. Many solutions are possible. In this work, we
used the simplest solution, wherein the susceptances are made zero and a unit inverter is
used as a link. A quarter wave transformer was used to implement this unit inverter.
4.1.3 Fabrication and measurements
The fabrication procedure is similar to the one described in Section 2.3.2. The resonators
and feeding lines, shown in Figure 4.3a were printed on one side of a 51 µm core LCP layer
while the other side is left bare. The slotted ground was printed on one side of a 102 µm core
LCP layer and the rest of the filter circuit was printed on the back side of the same layer.
These two core layers were then bonded together using a 51 µm bond LCP layer resulting
in the final multilayer architecture. Throughout the fabrication process, alignment between
different layers was maintained using laser-drilled alignment holes.
Figure 4.6 shows the setup used to measure the multilayer filter fabricated on LCP.
The simulated and measured scattering parameters of the fully canonical filter with all four
transmission zeros is shown in Figure 4.7a. A very good agreement is achieved between
simulations and measurements. The measured filter exhibits a low insertion loss of 3.2 dB at
9.9 GHz. The loss is mainly due to the conductor loss. To show the modular characteristics
of the proposed design, additional filters without some coupling slots were fabricated and
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Figure 4.6: Measurement setup showing the fabricated multilayer filters (Only the top layer
is visible)
measured. Figure 4.7b shows the filter response when slot S[L,Y] is absent and Figure 4.7c
shows the response when slot S[S,X] is absent. In both cases, the corresponding transmission
zeros disappear without significantly degrading other characteristics of the filter. This
clearly shows that the creation of respective transmission zeros is controlled independently
by the two filtering sections. The overall size of the filter is 10.9 X 2.9 mm2. Although
the introduction of NRNs made the filter less compact, the multilayer realization still offers
size reduction over a 2-D implementation.
4.2 Filters using dual-mode resonators
In this section, we present a multilayer filter design that involves dual mode slotted patch
resonators implemented on LCP technology. Dual mode resonators have generated con-
siderable interest [101] - [104] for filter applications due to their simple design and imple-
mentation characteristics. However, mostly second order filters utilizing one dual mode
resonator have been presented before. Higher order filters with complex cross coupling
schemes often require NRNs to couple adjacent dual mode resonators [33]. A multilayer
implementation will alleviate the need for such NRNs and can also increase compactness.
Slotted patch resonators have been chosen in this work, because of their small size and high
Q characteristics [108]. Two different resonator arrangements, implementing the same cou-
pling scheme, showing different out-of-band characteristics are presented. To the author’s
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(a) Fully canonical response
(b) Response when M(L,Y) is made zero
(c) Response when M(S,X) is made zero
Figure 4.7: Simulated and measured S-parameters of the four-pole modular
filter.
knowledge, this is the first multilayer implementation, utilizing dual mode resonators, on
an organic technology.
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Figure 4.8: Coupling scheme for the proposed four-pole filter that uses dual-mode res-
onators.
4.2.1 Coupling scheme and coupling matrix
Figure 4.8 shows the coupling scheme used to realize the quasi-elliptic filters presented
in this section. Filter prototypes were designed to operate in the X-band with a center
frequency of 10 GHz, a frequency bandwidth of 6%, a return loss level of 20 dB and a steep
out-of-band rejection achieved with the help of two finite frequency transmission zeros at
9.4 GHz and 10.6 GHz. The coupling matrix and the external quality factor satisfying these
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Qe = 16.02 (4.1)
These were determined using the synthesis technique outlined in Section 3.3.2.
4.2.2 Slotted patch resonator
Many resonator choices are available for a microstrip implementation of the synthesized
coupling matrix. Folded half wavelength open-loop resonators are popular for their compact
size and flexibility. Dual mode resonators that combine two resonators into a single physical
structure can also be used. Perturbations along the symmetry plane are normally introduced
to couple the two orthogonal modes of such a resonator. Within dual mode resonators,
several disc and ring based resonators of different shapes are possible. In this work, slotted
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patch resonators proposed in [108] are utilized. These resonators provide simultaneous size
and loss reduction owing to the pair of slots etched on the surface of the patch.
Figure 4.9: Slotted patch resonator with perturbation patches in the corners.
Figure 4.9 shows the top view of the slotted patch resonator employed in this work.
A pair of slots are etched in a square patch and four small patches, which we will call
“perturbation patches,” are added to the corners along the planes AA’ and BB’. As long as
the slots are of equal length and the perturbation patches are of same size, there will be no
coupling between the two orthogonal modes of the resonator. The authors in [108] did not
use the perturbation patches, but proposed different slot lengths to couple the degenerate
modes. In this work, we kept the slot lengths same and coupling was achieved by changing
the size of all perturbation patches. The reasons behind this will be explained in the next
section. Since the physical behavior of the slotted patch resonator has been described
before, we focus on the multilayer configuration and the perturbation arrangement utilized
to implement the proposed scheme.
4.2.3 Multilayer configuration
The proposed multilayer configuration consists of stacked dielectric substrates with a ground
plane sandwiched between the layers and dual mode resonators printed on outer surfaces. It
is depicted in Figure. 4.10 and Figure. 4.11. The dielectric material used is LCP (ǫr = 3.1,
tanδ = 0.003). The thickness of each dielectric layer is 100 µm. Two slots are etched
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in the ground plane that is sandwiched between the two layers. These slots provide the
necessary coupling between resonators on different surfaces and are named with reference
to the resonant modes that are coupled. Let Tx, Ty be the two orthogonal modes associated
with the dual mode resonator on the top surface and Bx, By be the corresponding modes
on the bottom surface. Then slot S(Tx, Bx) couples modes Tx and Bx. In a single layer
implementation, the dual mode resonators have to be placed side by side. Because of
the physical structure of the resonator, additional non-resonating nodes and admittance
inverters will be required to implement the coupling scheme shown in Figure. 4.8. In
this multilayer implementation, the resonators are stacked vertically and coupling between
different dual mode resonators is easily achieved with the help of coupling slots etched in the
common ground plane. Filters of higher order can be realized by stacking further dielectric
layers. Coupling between resonators on different surfaces occurs only through the coupling
slots and the ground plane isolates the resonators otherwise. The orthogonal modes within a
dual mode resonator (for example, Bx, By) are coupled by changing the size of perturbation
patches along symmetry planes (see Figure. 4.11c).
Figure 4.10: 3-D view of the proposed prototype.
Numerical simulations were performed to determine the physical parameters that will
achieve the necessary external quality factor and the coupling coefficients. ADS-Momentum [7]
was used to conduct these simulations. This extraction procedure is explained in Section
3.3.2.
As mentioned before, the coupling between modes within a dual-mode resonator was
achieved by introducing perturbations along both planes AA’ and BB’. The conventional
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(a) Top surface (b) Ground with coupling slots
(c) Bottom surface
Figure 4.11: Layout of the designed four-pole multilayer band pass filter. The dimensions
are in mm and are for filter prototype I.
method is to introduce perturbation along one plane (typically in one corner) and the
coupling mechanism is determined by the type of perturbation (decrease/ increase in patch
size). Although this has been employed successfully in two-pole designs, it is not ideal for
higher order filters. This is because of the mode splitting characteristics of the dual mode
resonator. Let f0 be the resonant frequency of the unperturbed dual mode resonator. Let
f1 and f2 be the two split frequencies, when the orthogonal modes are coupled. One of
the split frequencies, when perturbation is introduced in only one corner, is always f0 and
the location of the other split frequency depends on the type and amount of perturbation.
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Hence, when the type of coupling is changed, the location of the split frequency changes from
one side of f0 to the other side. Figure. 4.12 shows the mode splitting characteristics. When
a filter design involves many such dual mode resonators with different coupling mechanisms,
it is desirable to have independent control over the split frequencies and to have the location
of the split frequencies on either side of f0, to maintain a constant center frequency for each
dual mode resonator. This can be achieved by introducing perturbations along both planes.
It should be noted that the perturbation arrangement for the resonator on bottom surface
is different from that on top surface. This is necessary to realize coupling coefficients of
different signs, required in general, to create transmission zeros at real finite frequencies.
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Figure 4.12: Mode splitting characteristics of a slotted patch resonator with perturbation
patches.
Two filter prototypes were designed, implementing the same coupling matrix described
in (1). The difference between the filters lies in the arrangement of resonators. This is
detailed in Table 4.2. In filter I, the input and output ports are located at the same physical
cavity (the dual mode resonator on the top surface). This presents an isolation problem as
the parasitic coupling between the source and load node cannot be eliminated. Although
this feature can be exploited in certain designs, it is not desired in our case (Figure 4.8),
since it cannot be controlled or adjusted. In filter II, the resonators 1 and 4, to which the
input and output ports are coupled, are placed on different surfaces, thereby eliminating
the isolation problem.
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Table 4.2: Resonator Arrangement for the prototypes.
Resonator Filter Filter





4.2.4 Fabrication and measurements
The fabrication procedure is identical to the one used to realize the modular filters presented
in Section 4.1. Both these filters use the same multilayer configuration with identical sub-
strate characteristics. The simulated and measured scattering parameters of the two filters
are shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. Although both filters exhibit a steep rejection in the
vicinity of the pass band edges, filter II exhibits better overall out-of-band rejection as
expected. The bandwidth and location of the transmission zeros are well predicted. The
measured return loss level is better than 10 dB and the measured bandwidth is 5.2% for
filter I and 5.7% for filter II. The measured insertion loss is around 5 dB, while the simulated
loss is 3 dB. Additional loss could have resulted from any misalignment between different
layers during fabrication (changing the coupling coefficients) together with additional ra-
diation loss. The overall size of the filter is 6.5 X 6.5 mm2. This multilayer realization
is expected to offer a better than 50% size reduction over a 2-D implementation, as the
dual mode resonators have to be placed side by side with additional NRNs and coupling
inverters in a uniplanar implementation. Illustration of a typical 2-D implementation of a
fourth order filter that uses dual-mode resonators is shown in Figure 4.15.
4.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the design principles discussed in Chapter 3 were extended to develop
multilayer band-pass filters on LCP technology. The development of these type of filters
is critical to create compact structures on LCP, whose low dielectric constant property
puts it at a disadvantage compared to LTCC and other high dielectric constant substrates.
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Figure 4.13: Scattering parameters of the first filter.
















Figure 4.14: Scattering parameters of the second filter.
Figure 4.15: Typical uniplanar implementation of the coupling scheme in Figure 4.8.
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Furthermore, the use of multilayer structures to implement filters having complex coupling
topologies was also explored. Two filter prototypes, both operating in the X-band, have
been developed.
The first prototype uses single-mode resonators printed on different dielectric surfaces
and coupled through slots etched in a sandwiched ground plane. The use of NRNs to
achieve modularity was explored. Multilayer coupling between NRNs was employed for the
first time. Filters of lower order were cascaded to realize a higher order filter with modular
properties. Measurements confirm the modular nature of the filter, achieved by minimizing
the impact of subsections of the filter on one another.
In the second prototype, a similar mutlilayer architecture was used together with dual-
mode resonaotors. Slotted patch resonators, operating in the dual-mode, have been em-
ployed to realize a fourth order multilayer filter. Two different resonator arrangements,
implementing the same coupling topology, were researched. Modified perturbation arrange-
ments were introduced to compensate for the asymmetric splitting characteristics of coupled
dual-mode resonators. The devloped prototypes offer a better than 50% size reduction over
a comparable single-layer implementation.
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CHAPTER V
INTEGRATION OF PASSIVE CIRCUITS
In Chapter 2, we presented the development of patch antenna arrays on multilayer LCP
technology for a dual-frequency/dual-polarization application. Results on two different
configurations were reported. A MEMS-integrated array to achieve real-time polarization
reconfigurability was also developed and characterized. Chapters 3 and 4 focused on the de-
sign and development of low-pass and band-pass filters both on single-layer and multilayer
LCP technology. Synthesis and design techniques were presented, together with charac-
terization of filter prototypes operating in frequencies ranging from C-band to V-band. In
this chapter, we report on the integration of filters, matching networks, and radiating ele-
ments on LCP technology. These are the key passive components in the front-end module
of a transceiver. A transceiver is a device that has two sub-devices - a transmitter and a
receiver, and contains some circuit elements that are common between the transmit and
receive functions. Typically, the antenna, which is the radiating element, is shared between
the transmitter and the receiver. This sharing is achieved with the help of a duplexer,
which also provides the necessary isolation between the transmitter and the receiver. The
duplexer itself is formed by integration of a set of band-pass filters (one/more filter for each
channel) and matching networks. The integration of all these individual passive elements is
considered in this section of research. Specifically two integration examples, one operating
in the X-band and the other operating in the V-band, are presented. The X-band sys-
tem involves open-loop resonators, wide-slot antennas, and a 3-D stack-up with emphasis
on compactness. The V-band system involves open-loop resonators, and patch antennas,




High frequencies and short wavelengths of electromagnetic energy provide several advan-
tages for microwave applications. For instance, wider bandwidths can be realized at higher
frequencies and hence higher transmission rates can be achieved in a wireless communication
system. Moreover, the gain of an antenna is usually proportional to the electrical size of
the antenna. Overall, high operating frequencies provide significant advantages in realizing
miniaturized microwave systems. On the flip side, the complexities in the investigation,
design, and implementation of high-frequency systems also increase.
The frequency band of concern, the 60 GHz V-band, is of special interest for dense, local
wireless communication applications because of its specific attenuation characteristic due
to atmospheric oxygen of 10-15 dB/Km. This attenuation characteristic makes the 60 GHz
band unsuitable for long-range communications and, hence, it can be dedicated entirely
to short-range communications. A plethora of multimedia applications exists that require
wireless transmission over short distances. A detailed list of such applications, together
with estimates of data rates and cost requirements, can be found in [91]. A few example
applications are listed in Table 5.1. The high data rate requirement of these applications
calls for increased spectral efficiency and higher spectral room. Higher-frequency bands
such as the V-band have to be considered to increase the spectral room.
Table 5.1: Applications that could utilize the V-Band. (taken from [91])
Application Capacity/ User [Mb/s] Low Cost Requirement
Wireless (high-quality) 10 − 100 yes
video-conferencing
Wireless Internet 10 − 100 yes
download of lengthy files
Wireless TV high-resolution 150 − 270 no
recording camera
Wireless interactive 20 − 40 yes
design
Wireless billing 0.1 yes
Another key requirement for such applications, as can be identified from Table 5.1,
is a low-cost technology. The SoP approach is critical in achieving low cost and dense
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integration leading to the development of high-performance and compact 60 GHz transceiver
modules. Many examples of transceiver modules realized using a SOC approach have been
reported [38, 72]. Transmitter/receiver modules on multilayer high-temperature co-fired
ceramic (HTCC) technology have also been pursued [70]. LCP, for reasons described in
Chapter 1, is a preferred technology for developing transceiver modules operating in the
V-band.
The goal here is to develop a compact, low-profile, and high-gain antenna array covering
the frequency band of 59-64 GHz, and a duplexer covering the frequency ranges of 59-61
GHz for the receive band and 62-64 GHz for the transmit band. The integration of the
duplexer and the antenna array is also explored.
5.1.2 Duplexer development
The major requirement for the filter elements of the duplexer is the sharp cut off response
outside the passband. An elliptical filter, with finite transmission zero characteristics, is
required for this purpose. The isolation requirements of the transceiver and the adjacent
location of the two channels warrant that the transmission zeroes of the filters lie close to the
passband edges. The filtering circuits employ half-wavelength folded open-loop resonators
in a microstrip configuration and make use of coupling structures similar to those reported
in Section 3.3.
The duplexer developed in this work was designed to meet the performance specifications
outlined in Table 5.2. Based on numerical simulations, fourth order filtering sections were
found to be suitable for both the channels. For the filtering sections of a duplexer, a
stringent cut off response is generally required only on one side of the passband. Hence, a
coupling topology capable of producing an asymmetric response is employed for the filtering
sections.
Figure 5.1 shows the coupling structure of the proposed V-band duplexer. The filtering
section for channel 1 is composed of resonators a, b, c, and d while the filtering section for
channel 2 is composed of resonators e, f, g, and h. A matching network is typically required
to combine the two individual filtering sections into a single duplexer.
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Table 5.2: Performance specifications for the V-band duplexer.
Parameter Channel 1 Channel 2
Center Frequency 60 GHz 63 GHz
Bandwidth 2 GHz 2 GHz
Selectivity > 25 > 25
(Opposite channel) dB dB
Return Loss < −10 < −10
(Passband) dB dB
Transmission Zero 62 GHz 61 GHz
Figure 5.1: Coupling structure of the V-band duplexer.
The design of the individual filtering sections follow the same principles outlined in
Section 3.3.2. A coupling matrix was generated that satisfies the given filter specifications.
Then similarity transformations were used to determine the coupling matrix that corre-
sponds to the coupling topology chosen for the implementation of the filter. Numerical
simulations were then performed to determine the physical dimensions of the filter. Equa-
tions (3.3), (3.4), and (3.6) were utilized for this purpose. The coupling matrix synthesized











0.0042 0.0399 −0.0223 0
0.0399 0.0217 0 0.0399
−0.0223 0 −0.0390 0.0223










Qe = 15.68 (5.1)
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−0.0040 0.0380 −0.0213 0
0.0380 −0.0207 0 0.0380
−0.0213 0 0.0372 0.0213










Qe = 16.47 (5.2)
After completing the design of the individual filtering sections, the matching network
that combines the filtering sections was designed to realize the duplexer. A T-junction
with impedance transformers is used as the matching network. The width and length of the
impedance transformers were optimized for good matching characteristics at Ports 2 and 3 of
the duplexer in their respective passbands, while maintaining good isolation characteristics
between Ports 2 and 3 across the entire frequency range of interest.
Figure 5.2: Photo of the fabricated V-band duplexer.
Figure 5.2 shows a photo of the fabricated V-band duplexer. The individual filtering
sections, the matching T-junction and the location of the Ports are clearly marked. The
90◦ bent transmission line connected to Port 1 is used only for measurement purposes. The
LCP substrate chosen for the design and fabrication of the V-band duplexer is characterized
by ǫr = 3.15 , tanδ = 0.004, a conductor thickness of 18 µm, and a substrate thickness of
203 µm.
Figure 5.3 shows the simulated and measured return loss plots of the developed V-band
duplexer. A very good agreement can be observed. The worst return loss measured is -9























Figure 5.3: Return loss of the V-band duplexer.


























Figure 5.4: Insertion loss and isolation of the V-band duplexer.
Figure 5.4 shows the simulated and measured transmission properties of the duplexer.
Again, a good agreement with the simulations can be observed. The measured isolation
between the channels is better than 20 dB across the whole band of interest. The measured
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selectivity is better than 25 dB for channel 1 and is better than 20 dB for channel 2. For
channel 1, a measured insertion loss of -3.7 dB at 59.6 GHz has been achieved. For channel
2, a measured insertion loss of 4.3 dB at 63.5 GHz has been achieved. In our opinion,
these results are satisfactory, considering the narrow bandwidth of the channels. Slight
discrepancies can be observed as far as the bandwidth is concerned. This could be a result
of fabrication inaccuracies. A tighter tolerance is required for a perfect match between
simulations and measurements.
The insertion loss is mainly due to the conductor and radiation loss. While a thicker
substrate will reduce the conductor loss, it is likely to increase the radiation loss. A stripline
configuration may be used to reduce the radiation loss while allowing for a marginal increase
in the conductor loss. In such a configuration, care must also be taken to avoid unwanted
parallel-plate modes. This is a serious problem at high frequencies such as the frequency of
interest. Additionally, the substrate configuration used for the duplexer will also have an im-
pact on the choice of the radiating element. For a microstrip configuration, patch antennas
are suitable radiating elements. A slot antenna is appropriate for stripline implementa-
tions, but it suffers from a lower directivity compared to a patch antenna. Other multilayer
configurations can be tried at the cost of increased design and fabrication complexity. It
must be remembered that most of the applications listed in Table 5.1 favored a low-cost
implementation. To this end, we believe that a single-layer microstrip implementation is
suitable.
5.1.3 Antenna development
As mentioned in the previous section, patch antennas are suitable for integration with
microstrip circuits. Patch elements can be easily expanded into an array to improve direc-
tivity and gain. Different types of polarizations can be realized by employing different feed
arrangements. Patch antennas are relatively compact radiating elements also.
In this section, the design and the development of V-band patch antennas are described.
To minimize integration complexities, a 203 µm thick LCP substrate, identical to the one
used for the development of the duplexer, is used for the antennas. Figure 5.5 shows the
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developed V-band patch antenna. An inset feed has been used to enhance input matching.
Physical dimensions of the patch shown in Figure 5.5 are listed in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.5: V-band patch antenna.







Because the thickness of the substrate is fixed, the design challenge here is to achieve
the specified impedance bandwidth of the proposed V-band transceiver. The antenna is
required to cover the frequency range of 59 – 64 GHz. This translates into a fractional
bandwidth of 8.13%. The physical dimensions of the patch were optimized to maximize its
impedance bandwidth. Ansoft-Designer [8], a 2.5-D MOM solver, was used to optimize the
antenna’s parameters.
Figure 5.6 shows the simulated return loss of the developed V-band patch antenna.
The simulations show a better than -10 dB return loss between 60.2 GHz and 62.8 GHz.
Bandwidth enhancement is necessary to enable the antenna cover the entire band between
59 GHz and 64 GHz. Typically parasitic radiating elements, either vertically stacked or
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Figure 5.6: Simulated return loss of the V-band patch antenna.
placed laterally, are employed to enhance the bandwidth [60]. However, these methods will
necessitate additional conductor layers and, hence, will increase the cost and complexity.
Loaded patch antennas can be used to enhance the bandwidth while keeping the compact
single-layer profile, but this will reduce the efficiency and gain of the antenna [49]. Another
alternative is to employ slotted patch antennas. Irrespective of the technique, the key is
to make the antenna support more than one resonant mode and, by keeping the resonant
frequencies closer to each other, the bandwidth can be enhanced.
A patch antenna loaded with two L-shaped slots has been developed in this work. Apart
from the standard TM01 mode, this antenna also supports a TM0δ mode with ‘δ’ taking
a value between one and two (1 < δ < 2). By carefully optimizing the design parameters,
the resonant frequencies of these two modes can be made close enough that a broadband
antenna is realized. In this work, a slotted patch antenna has been developed that operates
in TM01 and TM0δ modes with a resonant frequency ratio f0δ/f01 = 1.042 . The design
principles employed here are similar to the ones outlined in [103, 92]. However, this author
is not aware of any report of an antenna achieving such a small frequency ratio between the
said resonant modes. Also, millimeter-wave slotted patch antennas have not been reported
before.
Figure 5.7 shows the developed slotted V-band patch antenna. The physical dimensions
of the slotted patch shown in Figure 5.7 are listed in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.7: V-band slotted patch antenna.










Figure 5.8 shows the simulated return loss of the developed slotted V-band patch an-
tenna. The simulations show a better than -10 dB return loss between 59.3 GHz and
63.7 GHz. This bandwidth is closer to the required bandwidth of the proposed transceiver.
Figures 5.9a and 5.9b show the simulated and measured return loss of the developed
regular and the slotted V-band patch antennas, respectively. A reasonable agreement can
be observed. Apart from the calibration issues that caused the ripples, the measurement
setup itself might have impacted the performance of the antennas.
The measurements show a better than -10 dB return loss between 59.2 GHz and 63.8 GHz
for the regular patch and a better than -10 dB return loss between 58.4 GHz and 64.4 GHz
for the slotted patch antenna. Although the simulated bandwidth of the slotted patch
antenna is closer to the specified bandwidth, measurements show that the regular patch
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Figure 5.8: Simulated return loss of the slotted V-band patch antenna.































Figure 5.9: Simulated and measured return loss of the developed V-band patch antennas.
antenna itself has the appropriate bandwidth required for the proposed system.
5.1.4 Duplexer/Antenna integration
Before integrating the duplexer and the radiating element(s), the single radiating elements
developed in the previous section were expanded into 2×2 arrays to increase the directivity
and gain of the system. Figure 5.10 shows the developed V-band antenna arrays. The
elements along the Y-axis are fed in opposite radiating edges and a 180◦ compensating
phase shifter is used as a part of the feed network, so that the elements are always fed with
in-phase currents. A corporate feed network, with impedance transformers and T-junctions,
is used to expand the arrays along the X-axis. These 2×2 arrays can be considered as basic
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sub-arrays for expansion into more general planar N × N arrays. To minimize parasitic
radiation from the feed lines, narrow high-impedance lines are used. Each antenna element
and the 2 × 2 arrays are matched to 100 Ω instead of the standard 50 Ω. The duplexer
developed before was also designed with a 100 Ω reference impedance to minimize the need
for any impedance transformers while integrating the duplexer with the antenna array(s).
(a) 2 × 2 array with regular patches (b) 2 × 2 array with slotted patches
Figure 5.10: V-band antenna array.
The integration of the array and the duplexer is achieved by connecting Port 1 of the
duplexer (Figure 5.2) to the input port of the antenna array (Figure 5.10). When the three-
port duplexer is loaded with the antenna array at Port 1, the integrated device becomes
a two-port circuit. The duplexer, thus, enables the antenna to be shared between the
transmitter and receiver modules of the transceiver. It also provides the necessary isolation
between the transmitter and receiver.
Figure 5.11 shows a photo of the fabricated duplexer/antenna (regular patch) integrated
module. The module occupies a compact area of 4.9 × 7 mm2. A considerable amount of
space is occupied by the antenna array. The duplexer elements use folded resonators that
are much smaller than the patch antenna elements. The low dielectric constant of LCP
results in a bigger wavelength and, hence, a larger area is required for the array . However,
as discussed in Chapter 2, the low dielectric constant offers other advantages such as reduced
diffraction, higher efficiency, etc. Although both arrays were integrated with the duplexer,
only the results for the module with the regular patch antenna array are included here.
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From the results, it can be observed that even the regular patch provides the necessary
bandwidth. The regular patch is also expected to have a higher radiation efficiency and,
hence, it is preferable compared to the slotted patch, as long as the bandwidth specification
is met.
Figure 5.11: Photo of the fabricated V-band duplexer/antenna integrated
module.
The simulated and measured scattering parameters of the two-port integrated module
are shown in Figure 5.12. The measured isolation is better than 23 dB across the frequency
range of interest. The measured return loss is better than -9 dB for both channels. Overall,
a good agreement between the simulations and measurements can be observed.
Compact high-performance passive building blocks for a V-band transceiver system have
been realized on low-cost LCP technology. The performance of these devices confirm the
low-loss characteristics of LCP at millimeter-wave frequencies.
5.2 X-band example
At millimeter-wave frequencies, the wavelengths are smaller. Hence, even the single-layer
implementation considered for the V-band module resulted in a compact solution, despite
the low dielectric constant of LCP. For the X-band system, where wavelengths are much
bigger, we explore a 3-D implementation to achieve a compact size. A multilayer imple-
mentation also provides more options for the design of individual components. Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.12: Scattering parameters of the V-band duplexer/antenna inte-
grated module.
shows the multilayer stack-up explored for implementing the X-band system.
Figure 5.13: Multilayer stack-up used for implementing the X-band system.
5.2.1 Duplexer development
The duplexer developed in this work was designed to meet the performance specifications
outlined in Table 5.5. The locations of the transmission zeros were chosen to provide
maximum selectivity for the two channels and also to ensure good isolation between them.
For the filtering circuits of a duplexer, a stringent cut off response is generally required
only on one side of the passband. However, a coupling topology that produces a symmetric
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response was employed. Topologies that generate a symmetric response are generally easier
to implement than those that result in an asymmetric response. As a result, each filtering
circuit was designed to produce four finite frequency transmission zeros, two on either side
of the passband. Fourth order filters with direct source-load coupling were employed for
this purpose. These filters, which have equal number of poles and zeros, are known as fully
canonical filters.
Table 5.5: Performance specifications for the X-band duplexer.
Parameter Channel 1 Channel 2
Center Frequency 9.5 GHz 10.5 GHz
Bandwidth 0.5 GHz 0.5 GHz
Selectivity > 25 > 25
(Opposite channel) dB dB
Return Loss < −10 < −10
(Passband) dB dB
Transmission Zeros 10 & 10.5 GHz 9.5 & 10 GHz
Figure 5.14 shows the coupling structure used for the X-band duplexer. The filtering
section for channel 1 is composed of resonators a, b, c, and d while the filtering section for
channel 2 is composed of resonators e, f, g, and h. The empty circles represent NRNs. The
NRNs w and x represent the source and load nodes for the filtering section of channel 1,
while the NRNs y and z represent the corresponding nodes for channel 2. Coupling between
these nodes is necessary to achieve the desired transmission zeros. A fourth order filter can
realize four transmission zeros either through internal NRNs or through direct source-load
coupling. In this case, we use direct source-load coupling for each filtering section. It is
worth remembering that we had employed internal NRNs to achieve fully canonical filtering
for the filter discussed in Section 4.1.
The filtering circuits of the X-band duplexer employ half-wavelength folded open-loop
resonators and use a multilayer configuration. The configuration consists of two LCP sub-
strates (ǫr = 3.1, tanδ = 0.003), each 102 µm thick, stacked together. For channel 1, the
resonators a, and c and the NRN w are placed on the top surface, while the resonators b,
and d and the NRN x are placed on the bottom surface. For channel 2, the resonators e,
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Figure 5.14: Coupling structure of the X-band duplexer. The filled circles
represent resonators and the empty circles represent NRNs.
and g and the NRN z are placed on the top surface, while the resonators f, and h and the
NRN y are placed on the bottom surface. Table 5.6 summarizes the coupling method and
coupling type employed between different resonating and non-resonating nodes for both the
channels.




ma,c, mb,d, mf,h, me,g Proximity Mixed (type-1) positive
ma,b, me,f slot Mixed (type-2) positive
mc,d, mh,g slot Electric negative
mw,x, my,z slot Magnetic positive
mw,c, mx,d, my,h, mz,g Tapping – –
The design of the individual filtering sections follow the same principles outlined in
Section 3.3.2. A coupling matrix was generated that satisfies the given filter specifications.
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Then similarity transformations were used to determine the coupling matrix that corre-
sponds to the coupling topology chosen for the implementation of the filter. Numerical
simulations were then performed to determine the physical dimensions of the filter. Equa-
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Although the filtering sections are of order four, a 6 × 6 coupling matrix is used here,
because of the introduction of direct source-load coupling.
The next step is to design the matching network that combines the filtering sections to
realize the duplexer. A T-junction with impedance transformers is used as the matching
network. The width and length of the impedance transformers were optimized for good
matching characteristics at Ports 2 and 3 of the duplexer in their respective passbands,
while maintaining good isolation characteristics between Ports 2 and 3 across the entire
frequency range of interest.
Figure 5.15 shows photos of the measurement setup used for measuring the fabricated
X-band duplexer. Only the resonators on the top surface are visible. The matching network
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(a) Measurement setup. (b) Zoomed in picture showing the standard load
used for terminating one of the three ports.
Figure 5.15: Setup for measuring the X-band duplexer.
that includes the impedance transformers and the T-junction are on the bottom surface.
To calculate the scattering parameters of the three-port duplexer, standard two-port mea-
surements were made, while terminating the third port with a broadband 50Ω calibration
load. This measurement is repeated for every pair of ports and redundant measurements
were discarded. The duplexer occupied a compact area of 14.8 × 5.9 mm2. The matching
network used occupied a significant portion of the total area. The impedance transformers
of the matching network can be folded to further reduce the size. A comparable 2-D imple-
mentation will occupy an area of 25.6× 5.9 mm2. In addition, fully canonical filtering may
not be possible in such a 2-D implementation. In the multilayer implementation, coupling
slots etched in the ground plane are used for coupling between NRNs. This is a compact,
effective way of achieving coupling between different nodes of a filter and is not possible in
a single-layer implementation. The difference in size between the two implementations will
be further enhanced for higher order filters and/or for a multilayer implementation with
more than two resonator layers.
Figure 5.16 shows the simulated and measured return loss plots of the developed X-band
duplexer. A very good agreement can be observed. The worst return loss measured is -10
dB for channel 1 and -11 dB for channel 2. The matching remains satisfactory across the
passbands of both the channels.
Figure 5.17 shows the simulated and measured transmission properties of the duplexer.
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Figure 5.17: Insertion loss and isolation of the X-band duplexer.
Again, a good agreement with the simulations can be observed. The measured isolation
between the channels is better than 31 dB across the whole band of interest. The measured
selectivity is better than 25 dB for channel 1 and is better than 30 dB for channel 2. For
channel 1, a measured insertion loss of -3.9 dB at 9.5 GHz has been achieved. For channel
2, a measured insertion loss of 4.0 dB at 10.5 GHz has been achieved. Slight discrepancies
can be observed as far as the bandwidth is concerned. This could be a result of fabrication
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inaccuracies. A tighter tolerance is required for a perfect match between simulations and
measurements.
5.2.2 Antenna development
Many choices are available for developing the antenna to be integrated with the duplexer
presented in Section 5.2.1. Patch antennas can be used either on the top or bottom surface,
sharing the ground plane with the filter elements of the duplexer. Slot antennas can be
etched on the ground plane and fed either by a coplanar waveguide on the same plane or
by a microstrip line that is printed on the top or bottom surface. Irrespective of the type
of the radiating element, it is advantageous to employ a simple and low-loss interconnect
between the antenna and the duplexer. In addition, the antenna should be able to achieve
the required impedance bandwidth. In this case, the antenna is required have a better than
-10 dB return loss between 9.25 GHz and 10.75 GHz, which are the far-side edges of the
passbands of the two channels. A wide-slot antenna was identified as a suitable radiating
element to meet the goals of the proposed X-band transceiver.
Figure 5.18 shows the top and side view of the developed wide-slot antenna. The stack-
up is identical to the one used for the duplexer. The microstrip feed for the slot antenna is
placed on the bottom surface. This enables a direct transmission-line connection between
Port 1 of the duplexer and the feed for the antenna.
(a) Side view showing the stack-up for the
slot antenna.
(b) Top view of the wide-slot antenna (all layers interlaced)
Figure 5.18: X-band wide-slot antenna.
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The physical dimensions of the wide-slot antenna shown in Figure 5.18b are listed in
Table 5.7.







Because of the thin dielectric substrates used, a conventional slot antenna cannot meet
the bandwidth requirements of the proposed transceiver. To enhance the bandwidth, a
wide-slot antenna together with a quarter-wavelength microstrip resonator is employed.
By carefully adjusting the resonant frequencies of the microstrip resonator and the wide-
slot antenna, a broadband radiating element can be realized [107]. Figure 5.19 shows the















Figure 5.19: Simulated and measured return loss of the X-band wide-slot
antenna.
A good agreement between the simulations and measurements has been achieved. The
measured antenna showed a better than -10 dB return loss between 8.75 GHz and 11.1 GHz,
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comfortably covering the required frequency range.
5.2.3 Duplexer/Antenna integration
The integration of the radiating element and the duplexer is carried out in a way similar to
the one described in Section 5.1.4. The duplexer enables the antenna to be shared between
the transmitter and receiver modules of the transceiver, besides providing the necessary
isolation between the modules. Figure 5.20 shows a 3-D view of the multilayer stack-up
used for the integrated X-band module. The module occupies a compact size of 18×11 mm2.
The use of thin dielectric sheets enabled a compact 3-D module with the module thickness
only being 0.26 mm.
Figure 5.20: 3-D view of the multilayer stack-up of the X-band integrated
module.
The simulated and measured scattering parameters of the two-port integrated module
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are shown in Figure 5.21. The measured isolation is better than 26 dB across the frequency
range of interest. The measured return loss is better than -10 dB for both channels. Overall,
a good agreement between the simulations and measurements can be observed.


























Figure 5.21: Scattering parameters of the X-band duplexer/antenna inte-
grated module.
An integrated passive module for a X-band transceiver system has been developed
demonstrating the multilayer lamination capabilities of LCP.
5.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we presented the integration of passive building blocks such as filters,
matching networks, and radiating elements on LCP technology. Two prototype modules
were developed - one operating in the V-band to cater for short-range wireless applications
providing high capacities, and the other operating in the X-band.
The V-band module utilized folded open-loop resonators for the filtering sections of
the duplexer, and patch antennas as radiating elements. A single-layer implementation is
considered to minimize design and fabrication complexity, and to achieve a low-cost module.
Measurements agree well with the simulations, validating the employed design techniques.
The X-band module utilized a multilayer stack-up to achieve a compact size. Direct
source-load coupling in a multilayer filter configuration has been employed for the first
time. Both proximity coupling and slot coupling were utilized to achieve the necessary cou-
plings between different resonators and NRNs. A wide-slot antenna along with a microstrip
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resonator was employed to realize the necessary bandwidth for the radiating element. The





The investigation of LCP technology to function as a low-cost next-generation organic
platform for designs up to millimeter-wave frequencies has been performed. Prior to this
research, the electrical performance of LCP had been characterized only with the imple-
mentation of standard transmission lines and resonators. In this research, a wide variety
of passive functions, on multilayer LCP technology, have been developed and characterized
for the first time.
Dual-frequency/dual-polarization antenna arrays have been developed utilizing LCP’s
multilayer lamination capabilities. Return loss and radiation pattern measurements were
provided along with efficiency calculations, stressing the advantages of using LCP for an-
tenna applications. The suitability of these structures for use in conformal applications
has been demonstrated. The integration of these arrays with MEMS switches was pur-
sued to achieve real-time polarization reconfigurability. This is the first such illustration.
The results achieved demonstrate the applicability of LCP for the development of low-cost,
light-weight, and conformal antennas for future communication and remote sensing systems
operating up to millimeter-wave frequency ranges.
Compact, planar low-pass and band-pass filter prototypes have been developed on both
single-layer and multilayer LCP technology. These prototypes operated in a wide range
of frequencies and the characterization of these devices helped understand LCP’s elec-
trical performance in those frequency ranges. Synthesis and design techniques to design
coupled-resonator band-pass filters have been explored. Unloaded quality factor of res-
onators, fabricated on LCP and operating in microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies,
were calculated and reported for the first time. Novel filter prototypes that can make use
of LCP’s multilayer lamination capabilities have been designed. The contributions of this
section of research are not just limited to characterization of LCP’s performance. This
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research has also resulted in a broad understanding of filtering techniques available with
the said implementation methods.
Examples of integrated passive modules for use in transceiver systems have been pre-
sented. Filters, matching networks, and radiating elements have been integrated to realize
the final passive modules. A V-band module that uses folded open-loop resonators and
patch antenna arrays has been implemented on LCP and characterized. Measurement
results for the individual components and for the integrated module were provided. A mul-
tilayer implementation was considered for the X-band module. Direct source-load coupling
in a multilayer filter configuration was employed for the first time to meet the stringent
demands set forth in the specifications of the transceiver system. The integrated X-band
module occupied a compact size and showed good matching, selectivity, and isolation char-
acteristics.
To summarize, a wide variety of passive functions operating in a broad range of fre-
quencies have been developed on multilayer LCP technology. LCP’s lamination capabilities
to generate homogenous multilayer architectures have been researched. Novel prototype
components that can make use of such capabilities have been explored. Antenna arrays,
matching networks, filters, duplexers, and integrated modules have been designed, imple-
mented and characterized. The performance of these passive functions provides insight into
the electrical characteristics of LCP at RF, microwave, and millimeter-wave frequencies and





This section includes the implementation and measurement of several dual-band filters for
WLAN applications. These dual-band filters were designed by researchers at the Brest
University. This author’s contribution is only to implement them on LCP technology and
to characterize their performance. These dual-band filters have been designed based on the
concept of dual-behavior resonators [82]. A dual-behavior resonator (DBR) consists of two
stopband elements connected in parallel. Each stopband element creates a transmission zero
while the passband response is controlled by constructive recombination of the frequency
responses of the stopband elements. Fig A.1 shows an example of a DBR with its frequency
response. The single-band DBR can be extended to a dual-band DBR by adding another
stopband element in parallel. Fig A.2 shows a schematic of a dual-band DBR with its
frequency response. The advantage of these DBRs is that the stopband and passband
response of these structures can be independently controlled. Quarter-wavelength open-
ended stubs have been used as the stopband resonators together with a stepped impedance
approach to control the center frequencies of the passbands.
Three dual-band filters meeting the specifications of 802.11 b,g (2.412-2.484 GHz) for the
lower band and the specifications of 802.11 a-L (5.180-5.320 GHz), 802.11 a-H (5.745-5.805
GHz) and 802.11 a-L&H (5.180-5.805 GHz) for the upper band are presented.
These filters were fabricated on LCP substrate characterized by ǫr = 2.9, tanδ = 0.003,
substrate thickness = 330 µm, and conductor thickness = 18 µm. The fabrication process is
the same as explained in Section 2.3.2. Although all these filters are essentially single-layer
designs, bonding is still required to realize the desired substrate thickness, as LCP sheets
from Rogers Corporation are available only in certain discrete thickness. In this case, a 102
µm core LCP layer was bonded with an 203 µm core LCP layer using a 25 µm bonding
layer to give a total thickness of 330 µm. The designed filters were then patterned and
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(a) Schematic (b) Frequency response
Figure A.1: DBR.
(a) Schematic (b) Frequency response
Figure A.2: Dual-band DBR.
measured.
Figures A.3a, A.4a, and A.5a show photos of the fabricated dual-band filters and Fig-
ures A.3b, A.4b and A.5b show the simulated and measured scattering parameters of the
filters, respectively. A very good agreement, in general, can be observed. The insertion
loss and bandwidth characteristics of the filters are summarized in Table A.1. From the
photos, it can be observed that the three filters share some common sections and simple
modifications in one filter can result in the realization of another filter. This demonstrates
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the inherent flexibility of the DBR design methodology. These filters occupied a compact
area of 27 × 19 mm2 (excluding the size of pads for co-axial connections).
(a) Photo of the fabricated filter





























(b) Simulated and measured S-parameter results
Figure A.3: Dual band filter - 802.11 b,g,a-L.
(a) Photo of the fabricated filter





























(b) Simulated and measured S-parameter results
Figure A.4: Dual band filter - 802.11 b,g,a-H.
The measured bandwidth for both bands agrees well with the predicted ones. The
insertion loss for the lower band is satisfactory. The measured loss for the upper band
is more than the predicted loss. It can be observed from the figures that this is directly
related to the deterioration in the return loss. This, in conjunction with the ripples in
the measurement, could have resulted from an unsteady solder connection of the co-axial
connectors during measurements. The unsteady solder connection is because of the flexible
nature of the LCP substrate. For the filters reported in Chapters 3 and 4, we used an
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(a) Photo of the fabricated filter





























(b) Simulated and measured S-parameter results
Figure A.5: Dual band filter - 802.11 b,g,a-L&H.
Table A.1: Comparison of full-wave simulation and measurement results for the dual-band
filters.
Lower Band Upper Band
Attribute Insertion Bandwidth Insertion Bandwidth
Loss (dB) (GHz) Loss (dB) (GHz)
Filter 1
Simulated -1.27 0.24 -2.45 0.27
Measured -1.4 0.25 -2.9 0.28
Filter 2
Simulated -1.23 0.28 -1.6 0.43
Measured -1.25 0.31 -2.4 0.42
Filter 3
Simulated -1.3 0.26 -0.7 1.1
Measured -2.3 0.3 -1.21 0.94
on-wafer measurement setup with CB-CPW probes and, hence, we were able to obtain
stable and repeatable measurements. However, that measurement setup and associated
calibration lines are not suitable for low-frequency measurements (below 3 GHz), such as
the ones required here. As a result, we used co-axial connectors and the measurement setup
is partly responsible for the discrepancies observed between measurements and simulations.
Table A.2 compares the results achieved for the WLAN filters in this research with other
works reported in the literature. As seen from the table, the results achieved in this work
strike a good balance between insertion loss, rejection and overall size.
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Table A.2: Performance comparison of the dual-band WLAN filters implemented in this




2.4 GHz 5 GHz between the bands
Duroid [97] N/A N/A > 20 dB 120 × 20 mm2
Rogers RO3003 [96] 2.8 dB 3.3 dB > 30 dB 54 × 60 mm2
LCP [23] 1.8 dB 1.5 dB > 4 dB 5.1 × 5.3 mm2




Chapters 3 and 4 presented work on band-pass filters of varying order using different kinds
of resonators developed on both single and multilayer LCP technology. Most of these filters
were designed to have finite frequency transmission zeros on either side of the passband.
Specifically, the coupling topologies used resulted in a symmetric frequency response. Point-
ers were provided in Section 3.3.2 to alter the skirt properties of the open-loop filters by
modifying the input/output tap combinations, but largely the focus was on synthesizing
symmetric filters. The synthesis framework, which was used to design these filters, is not
restricted to designing symmetric filters.
In this section of research, the design and implementation of microstrip asymmetric
filters with one or more transmission zeros (TZs) on the low side of the passband will
be presented. Although both direct [25, 83] and iterative synthesis techniques [13] are
available, higher order filters designed using such methods tend to be highly sensitive to
manufacturing tolerances. If the filters are designed using coupled resonator topology, for
example, the filter response could be too sensitive to small variations in coupling coefficients.
Hence, there is a strong interest in developing modular filters that can reduce the effect of
fabrication errors on filter performance [12]. For the filters developed here, modularity was
achieved by cascading basic building blocks with NRNs. The building blocks are realized
using a coupling scheme that is suitable for a microstrip implementation. In particular, the
building block is realized with only one type of coupling.
As seen with the other prototype filters developed in this work, more than one coupling
path between the input and output is necessary to generate finite frequency TZs. The
objective is to synthesize a lower order filter, with a single TZ, that can act as a basic
building block and can be cascaded in a systematic way to generate modular higher order
filters. Figure B.1a shows the coupling scheme used to realize asymmetric filters described
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in this section. The filled dots represent the resonators and the empty dots represent the
ports or the non-resonating nodes. A negative coupling between the resonators will realize
a TZ on the low side of the passband while a positive coupling will shift the TZ to the
high side. It is different from the coupling scheme employed in past research [10] referred
to as the ’box section’ or the ’doublet’ and shown in Figure B.1b. The schemes shown
are the only configurations that can realize a 2-pole, 1-zero filter. Traditionally the box-
section is preferred because it does not require any diagonal coupling. However, the scheme
used in this work is more suitable for microstrip implementations, because all source-to-
resonator and load-to-resonator couplings (S-1, L-1 and L-2 in Fig. 1) can have the same
sign irrespective of TZ location. This allows the filter to be realized with only one type
of coupling. It can be shown, with the aid of similarity transformations [25], that the box
section will always require coupling coefficients of both signs.
(a) Coupling scheme used in this work. (b) Box section.
Figure B.1: Second order coupling scheme with source-load multiresonator coupling.
Based on the synthesis technique described in Section 3.3.2, two asymmetric filters each
with one TZ located on the low side have been designed and implemented. Both filters have
the same center frequency (f0 = 10.1 GHz) but their characteristics differ in the location
of TZ. The location of the TZs are fz = 9.0 GHz and fz = 8.4 GHz, respectively, for the
two filters. The coupling matrices for these filters are nearly identical except for ‘mL−1’.
Microstrip, half-wavelength, folded open-loop resonators are used to realize these filters.
Figure B.2 shows the layout of the asymmetric filter designed and implemented on LCP.
ADS-Momentum was used to extract the coupling coefficients and to obtain the physical
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dimensions of the filters. The coupling matrix contains two types of coupling coefficients
- (1) coupling between a resonating and non-resonating node (source/ load); (2) coupling
between two resonating nodes. The former coupling is related to the external quality factor
of the resonator and is determined by (3.6). The latter coupling is deduced based on (3.4),
since the resonators are asynchronously tuned.
Figure B.2: Layout of the second order asymmetric filter, with one TZ,
implemented on LCP.
The coupling scheme requires that the load node be coupled to both resonators 1 and
2. To achieve this, two feeding arms (F1 and F2) are gap coupled to the resonators and
then a T-junction is used to combine them to form the load node. The external quality
factor and hence the coupling strength depends on a number of factors such as the gaps
(gL−1 and gL−2), the coupled length (LF1 and LF2) and the width of the coupled arms
(w1). Figure B.3 shows the plot of coupling strength (mL−1 and mL−2) versus gaps (gL−1
and gL−2) for a fixed set of other parameters. The coupling between the source node and
resonator 1 is realized by tapping the resonator at an appropriate location. Gap coupling
could also be used for the source node. Tapping is used just to demonstrate the flexibility
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available with such resonators. The relationship between the coupling strength and the
tapping location is given by (3.5).

























Figure B.3: Coupling strength (mL−1 and mL−2) Vs gaps (gL−1 and gL−2).
w1 = 100 µm ; LF1 = 2975 µm ; LF2 = 4075 µm.
The required negative coupling between the resonators is realized by placing them side-
by-side along the open edge of the resonators, where the electric fields have maximum
strength. The coupling strength depends on the spacing between the resonators, the width
of the coupled arms (w2) and the length of the coupled arms (a). Figure B.4 shows the plot
of coupling strength (m1−2) versus the spacing between the resonators (g1−2) for a fixed ‘a’
and ‘w2’.
Table B.1 summarizes the physical parameters of the designed filters. It can be noted
from Table B.1 that the main difference between the two filters is ‘gL−1’, which corresponds
to ‘mL−1’, as expected.
The simulated and measured results for the filter with TZ at 9 GHz are shown in
Figure B.5. The measured results agree well with the predicted values. The location of the
TZ is accurately predicted and the filter exhibited a low in-band insertion loss of 1 dB at
10.2 GHz. The simulated and measured results for the filter with TZ located at 8.4 GHz
are shown in Figure B.5. Again, a very good agreement can be observed.
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Figure B.4: Coupling strength m1−2 Vs gap g1−2. w2 = 250 µm ; a =
2750 µm.
Figure B.5: Simulated and measured scattering parameters for filter with
TZ at 9 GHz.
The two asymmetric filters, each with one TZ, developed before are cascaded to realize
a fourth order filter with two TZs. The coupling scheme used to implement this filter is
shown in Figure B.7. In this scheme, the nodes X and Y are NRNs (as are the source
and load nodes) and an inverter is used as a link between the two individual building
blocks. It is the presence of these NRNs that makes the filter modular. The susceptances
of the NRNs and the coupling between them can be adjusted in the final implementation
of the higher order filter. Many solutions are possible. In this case, we used the simplest
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Table B.1: Physical parameters of the designed second order filters with reference to Fig-
ure B.2.
Parameter Filter I Filter II












Figure B.6: Simulated and measured scattering parameters for filter with
TZ at 8.4 GHz.
solution, wherein the NRN susceptances are made zero and a unit inverter is used as a link.
This unit inverter can be easily implemented as a quarter wave transformer in microstrip
form. The filter is modular because each filtering section controls the location of the TZ
independently and, hence, is less sensitive to manufacturing tolerances. The generation
of both TZs is preserved, although resonators in different building blocks are not directly
coupled. The reduced sensitivity of the filter performance can be illustrated using the
method outlined in [11]. It must be mentioned here that a four-pole two-zero asymmetric
filter can be directly computed using the synthesis techniques outlined in Section 3.3.2
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without the use of source-load multi-resonator couplings. However, such a filter will require
diagonal coupling between two resonating nodes and can be hard to realize in microstrip
form. Furthermore, it may be too sensitive to coupling coefficient variations. The sensitivity
is especially more pronounced in asymmetric filters.
Figure B.7: Coupling scheme for the modular fourth order filter.
The layout of the developed fourth order filter is shown in Figure B.8. The measured
and simulated results are shown in Figure B.9. The measured insertion loss is less than 3
dB at 10.4 GHz. An attenuation of as high as 50 dB has been achieved at 9 GHz, very close
to the pass band of the filter.
Figure B.8: Layout of the designed modular filter.
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Figure B.9: Simulated and measured results for the modular filter with TZs
at 9 GHz and 8.4 GHz.
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